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THE NEW MEXIGAN REVIEW.
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That Congress Would Not Effort to Include Clause in Enabl Essays by J. Felipe Hubbell Jr., Other Demands for Land Grants
to Do Busi- Relegate Andrews Entitled to Chairman H. O. Bursum Has Says
Are Also Being Seriously
and Manuel Lujan Were
Exa-1
ing Act Hopkins
Keep Us Out for Political
Makf Nomination for
Conference With Attorney
ness at Albuquerque GovConsidered.
Postmaster.
Literany Gemes.
Reasons.
in April.
mutation
Wickersham
General
ernor Returns Tonight.

Two New Concern

Governor Curry and his party whoe
Jus-ticattended the reception to Chief
Mills at Las Vegas last evening
will return to Santa Fe this evening
on Santa Fe train No. 1.
Incorporations.
toIncorporation paper, were filed
of Territorial Secreoffice
the
in
day
Brothtary Nathan Jaffa by the Otero with
ers Company of Albuquerque,
Fred J. Otero as the designated agent.
The capitalization Is $200,000 divided
Into 2,000 Bhares. The Incorporators
and directors are Fred J. Alfredo J.,
and Mariano S. Otero ot Albuquerque, each 10 shares.
The Albuquerque Realty Company
also filed Incorporation papers, the
incapitalization being J50.000 divided Is
to 600 shares. Otto V. DIeckman
bs aeent." The Incorpora
tors and directors are: Harry Rankin
10 shares; Otto DIeckman 10 shares,
and M. W. Flournoy 1 share, all of
Albuquerque.
filed
Incorporation papers were also
and
by the Levisa Creek, Coal, Coke
Power Company of Santa Fe with
Charles F. Easley as New Mexico
$2,000,-00- 0
agent. The capitalization Is
divided Into 200,000 shares. The
A. J.
Incorporators and directors are:
74.900
Powell, Fort Worth, Texas,
shares; T. J. Wood, of Oklahoma
Alexander
'City, 23,350 shares; W. L.
of Oklahoma City, 100 shares; W. J.
Filbert, of Oklahoma, 1,250 shares;
100
T. T. Kerr, of Oklahoma City,
shares; C. T. Berrymore of Oklahoma
of
City, 100 shares; F. M. Trays,
Chlckasha, 100 shares; and Charles
F. Easley of Santa Fe, 100 Bhares.
District Court.
court for Torrance
In the district
,
r.. riavtoft , attorneys.
county, neireiiou
filed a suit for the Meyers Companya
&
of Albuquerque vs. McKlnley
at Mountainair, Torrance county,
account for $581.08.
on an open
. ..
j
mi nnntrdVPrfiV;' Ma-fn
Tne long orawu
the district court between Mrs.
tilda Coxe Stevenson and Mrs. Clara
title
True and others. Involving the
to certain tracts of land In the
vallev not far from the Indian
came to a
pueblo of Santa Clara,
clese this forenoon Dy juuge jm.u n.
thoto aienlnir a decree In favor of
Mrs. Stevenson, giving her tne three
tracts of land in dispute and 125J.
Census Enumeration District.
In addition to the census enumeration district for Bernalillo, Chaves
a rnifnv counties
published the
an
other day, the census bureau
nounces the following additional amn-

..

rwleimt to Congress William H.
Andrews Is In receipt of the following
a vacancy In Annapo
letter, dedai-lnlis U. S. naval academy, for him to
fill and he is desirous to hear from
prospective candidates:
Washington, D. C, Feu. 17, lsiu.
Dear Sir I have the honor to In
form you that on account of physical
disqualification, the department has
this day accepted the resignation of
Midshipman Edward R. Eberle, appointed by you in 1907.
This creates a vacancy for midshipman from the Territory of New Mexico at larae. for which you are en
titled to make nominations of candi
dates for examination either the third
Tuesday in April, when examinations
are held at various points throughout
thn United States Including the fol
lowing in New Mexico: Albuquerque,
i.aa Veens. Roswell. or the third
Tuesday In June at the Naval Acade
my only.
nomination
I enclose herewith
blanks and forward you under separ
ate cover half a dozen copies eacn oi
n
"Regulations Governing the Admls-n(nof Candidates into the United
States Naval Academy as Midship
men" and "Specimen Examination
Questions."
Very respectfully,
R. T. MULLIGAN,

Assistant to Bureau.
Hon. W. H. Andrews. M. C, House
of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

FREE TURNIPS FEATURE OF
MANY DINNERS AT TOLEDO.
Ten Tons Distributed In Twenty Min
utes as a Protest Against mgn
and Low Prices.
Toledo. O.. Feb. 22. Free turnips
were on the menu of many Washington 'birthday dinners at Toledo towas
day. A car load of vegetables
distributed' by J. C. Bonner, who was
for
offered
dissatisfied with the price
his shipment by wholesalers. Colonel
Bonner advertised his Intention also
as a sort of protest against the high
prices for the same vegetables charged by the retailers. Probably six
hundred persons surrounded the car
with baskets', boxes, tin cans, bags
and receptacles of all kinds and ten
tono of turnips disappeared In twenty
minutes.
ARCHBISHOP RYAN WILL BE
EIGHTY YEARS TOMORROW.

Philadelphia, Feb. 19. Archbishop
Ryan, who was born February 20,
1831, will enter upon his eightieth
ions:
year tomdrrow. No special observance of the anniversary will be held
Curry County..
of
No. 52. Precinct No. 1, exclusive
owing to the fact that the Archbishop
has not yet fully recovered from his
city of ClovlB.
recent severe Illness.
Nos. 53 and 64. The city of Clovls.
No. 65. Precinct 2, Texlco.
BRYAN GETS INTO SAME
Blacktower.
No. 6G. Precinct 3,
TOWN WITH EXPLORER COOK.
No. 67. Precinct 4, St Vrain.
No. 68. Precinct 6. Melrose.
Santiago, Chile, Feb. 22. William
No. 69. Precinct 8, Lewis.
J, Bryan, his wife and daughter arNo. GO. Precinct 7, Grady.
rived here. They will remain four
No. CI. Precinct 8, Lesansvllie.
Dona Ana County.
days. On Tuesday S. L. Pierrepont,
' No. 02. Precincts 1, Orange", and 13, the American charge d'affaires, will
visgive a reception in honor of the
San Augustine.
3 itors.
Before leaving Valparaiso BryNo. 03. Precincts 2, Dona Ana;
a luncheon given by the
and 20 outside of town limits of Las an attended
Chilean foreign minister, A. Edward.
Cruces.
No. 64. Las Cruces.
No. 92. Precincts 16, Gold Hill, and
No. 65. Precincts 4 and 6, Mesilta.
No. 66. Precincts 6, san jubu; o, 22, Leopold.
Guadalupe County.
La Mesa; 15. San Miguel. No. 93. Precincts 1 and 2, Anton
No. 67.. Precincts 7, Salem; 22 San
Chlco.
Ysldro.
No. 94. Precincts 3, El Llano; 4,
No. 68. Precincts 9. Portlllo, and
Casaus, and 17 Esteritos.
11, Chamberlno.
No. 93. Precincts 5 ColoniaB and 6
69. Precincts 12, Santa Teresa

'

No.

;and 16. Colorado.
nn
t.t
D.nnlnnt 18. Anthnnv.
IV.
No. 71. Precinct 19. Rincon.
Eddy County.
No. 73. Carlsbad.
No. 74. Precinct 2, Malaga.
No. 75. Precincts 3 Hope, and 6,
Artesia, exclusive of Artesia city.
No. 76. Artesia.
No. 77. Precinct 4, Lalcewood.
' No. 78. Precinct 6, Monument.
No. 79. Precinct 7, Dayton.
.
No. 80. Precinct 8, Westwnter.
No, 81. Precinct 9, Knowlea.
Grant County.
No 62. Precincts 1, Central In Gila
forset; 2, Pinos Alios; 3 exclusive of
Silver City; 7, Upper Gila forest; 11,
I'jerro; 1, iYilluuiea ivuu iu uni

'

Cuervo.
No. 96.
Halll'e.

Precinots

7,

Conant and

13

No. 97. Precinct 8 Santa Rosa.
Puerto de
No. 98. Precincts 9,
Luna and 19 Los Tnnos.
No. 99. Precincts 10, West Puerto

de Luna, and 20 Puerto.
Precincts 11 Salado and
No. 100.
12 Sunnyskle.
No. 101. Precincts 14 San Ignaclo
and 15 Pintada.
Precincts 16 Los Ojltos
No. 102.
and 23 Locust Grove.
No. 103. Precinct 18 Vaughn.
21 Buchanan
No. 104. Preolncts
and Ricardo.
No. 105. Precinct 24, Alamo,
Lincoln County.
No. 106. Precinct 1 Lincoln.
No. 107. Fort Stanton Reservation.
'
No. 83, Precincts 1, Central outside
Precincts 2 San Patricio,
No. 108.
ot forest; 3, outside of Gila forest and 4 PIcacho and 10 Ruliloso,
outside of city.
No. 109. Precincts 3 Agua Azul, 5
No. 84. Silver City.
Roventon and 6 Los Tnblos.
,
23,
4.
Dwyer,
No. 110. Precincts 7 Jicarllla and 8
No. 85. Precincts
White Oaks.
Hwartz and 24. Whitewater.
12, Mlm-bre- s
No. 111. Precincts 9 Capltan and 11
No. 80. Precinct 5, Tee
Mill outside ot Forest, and 13, Nogal.
No. 112. Precincts 12 Bonlto and
Santa Rita.
No. 87. Precincts 6, Rodeo, and 18, 15 Oscuro.
No. 11.1. Precinct 13 Corona.
Pratt.
No. 114. Precinct 14 Carrlzozo.
No. 88. Precincts 7, Upper Gila outLuna County.
side ot forest, 17, Mangas, and 21, Pine
Precincts 1 Demlng exNo. 115,
Clenega.
8 Hondalo.
No. 89. Precincts 8, Lower Gila; 14, clusive of city nnd
No. 116. Demlng.
Red Rock, and 19, Steeple Ruck.
Precincts 2 Mlmbres, 3
No. 117.
No. 90. Proclncts 9, Stein's Pass,
Cooks and 7 Nutt.
and 20, Lordsburg.
B
No. 118. Precincts 4 Cambrny,
No. 91. Precincts 10, Hochlta, and
Columbus and 6 Hermanas,
15, Sopar.

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. All
hearings In the statehood matter have
been closed. The senate committee on
territories refuses to hear any further
statements and la preparing a favorable report on statehood for New MexThe minutes of the
ico and Arizona.
past hearings are now being print
ed In the government printing office
and will accompany the report which
is final.
The United States supreme court
has affirmed the opinions of the New
Mexico supreme court In the cases of
Albright vs. Sandoval and Sandoval
vs. Albright, which grew out of the
contest for the office of assessor in
Bernalillo county. Each party to the
suits la to pay his own costs. The
case of Albright vs. Sandoval was
dismissed for want of Jurisdiction.
Ail the opinions were by Justice
Hon. H. O. Bursum, of Socorro,
chairman ot the Republican central
and
an earnest
committee, had
lengthy interview today wlthAttorney
General George W. Wickersham and
also Postmaster General Hitchcock,
but refused to Intimate or say what
were the subjects under discussion.
Judge M. C. Mechem of Socorro, of
the New Mexico supreme court, was
today admitted to practice before the
United States supreme court.
the
Prince
opened
statehood hearing before the Senate
committee on territories by expressing gratification that at last every
one admitted the right of New Mexico
to statehood, and instead of having
to argue for the right of
we only have to debate as to de
tails. For sixty years the- - New Mexico people have been waiting for this
day.

"I believe that we shall get state
and that the railroad bond in.
debtednesa that has hung over this
and Grant county will be lifted. I am
convinced that the real question 'asked today in Washington is 'are New
Mexico and Arizona fit for statehood?'
These were the declarations of
Judge N. B. Latighlln who has returned from Washington whither he
went with Levi A. Hughes and former Governor L. Bradford Prince to
see Mr. Beveridge and the other
members of the Senate comra,uee on
territories and ask In behalf of the
citizens of Santa Fe that Congresj
relieve this county from the bond In
debtedness Imposed on It by Con
gress.
"We were treated most corJially,"
said the Judge, this morning, In dis
cussing the Interviews they had with
the senators, "and they gave us
prompt hearing and allowed us three
hours Friday afternoon to present our
case. We were greatly pleased at the
cordiality of the reception given us,
I am convinced that politics does not
enter Into the matter of raising the
bonded indebtedness nor In the ad
mission of New Mexico or Arizona
as states.
"I do not for ono second believe
that Congress 1b opposing our admis
that
sion to the Union on the ground
United States senators may be elect
ed from New Mexico or from Arizona
that will not be favorable to certain
legislation that powerful Republican
senators may be interested in. The
only question tnat is' heing asked is
whether or not New Mexico n entitled
to statehood at this time, and I am
convinced that if this question Is anto the United
swered satisfactorily
States Senate we shall gain admit,
tance promptly."
that from
Judge Laughlln srJLt-what he had heard In Washington the
chances for the Senate to pass the
New
enabling act that will make
Mexico a state next year are very
good indeed.
A Delicate Question,
Mr. Laughlln said that during the
discussion ot the bond issue Mr. Beveridge asked rather a "delicate" question. "As the supreme court has decided these railroad bonds were invalid," said the senator from Indiana, "why did the people of Santa Fe
county ask that they be validated?"
Judge Laughlln said that the question
was not exactly answered but that after a pause Beveridge continued:
"This action of Congress must have
occurred before I entered the Senate for I ,never voted for such action
and never would."
Judge Laughlln said that he was
frank with the committee and told
them that Santa Fe county could not
pay the Interest nor the principal of
the bonds.
"I asked Mr. Coler who was present, If he was going to talis my real
estate nnd now much rent I would
have to pay for it and Mr. Coler replied, 'I don't want It.' Mr. Coler
made the .declaration that his company had paid 77 cents on the dollar
for the bonds."
The judge said that Attorney Chns.
the bond holdA. Spless represented
ers and made an able address In their
hood

He spoke of the excellent constitu
tions that have been framed in the
Territory, showing a copy of that of
18S9, and paid a tribute of praise to
the native people of New Mexico,
who constituted ninety per cent of the
of
population when the constitution
1850 was written and adopted, which
declared for a free state Instead of
one with slavery.
As a reason for Congressional liber
ality now, he said that If New Mexico had been admitted when Colorado
was, it would have a million inhabitants today; and that Congress had
done almost nothing for the Territory,
which had erected at Its own expense
more public buildings than almost any
eastern state possessed.
"Now that you are willing to admit us," he Bald, "you certainly wish
tae new state to be prosperous. Then
In
give your generous assistance.
sert the donations of lands that are
in the Hamilton bill. Give us public
lands sufficient to pay all territorial
and county Indebtedness, and let New
Mexico begin Its career free from Incumbrance. What better use can be
made of public lands? But if you are
not willing to do that, then at least,
the railway Indebtedness should be
provided for, as that, after being pro
nounced invalid, was Imposed upon
Santa Fe county by an act of Con
gress and Congress, therefore ought
to remove the burden."
Plans for Naval Reorganization.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. The behalf.
hoime naval committoe today vo'cl
a tentative approval of Secretary
OBITUARIES,
Meytrs' plan ot reorganization which
gives .the secretary power to put his
Mrs. Nlcolosa Baca.
plane into practice for one year.
Mrs.'NIcolosa Baca died this mornWHOLESALE ARRESTS
ing of a complication ot diseases, at
She
MADE AT DENVER. her home on Hillside avenue.
was a naliVe of Santa Fe where she
Victim Taken to Hlnky Dink's Saloon was educated. She is survived by
The funeral will take
one daughter.
and Robbed By Juan Segura and
Michael Lienau,
place at 7 o'clock tomorrow morning
The Wagner unDenver, Colo., Feb. 23. Petty dep- at the Cathedral.
will
have
redations committed during the last dertaking establishment
few days which culminated In a case charge xsl the urrnngementB.
Andrelita Baca.
of highway robbery and the looting of
a Japanese rooming house, resulted
Andrellta Baca, the four year old
In Chief Armstrong putting out ,the daughter of the late Henry Baca, died
She
drag net for all the Mexicans In the yesterday after a brief Illness.
lower part of the city. In three hours was born in Us Vegas. The funeral
were placed In the city jail will take place at 2 o'clock tomorrow
sixty-tw- o
and will be held to be arraigned In afternoon.
Mir! Isabelita Rivera.
police court. ThOBe who can prove
Hiss Isabelita Rivera, daughter of
they have employment will be released, and the rest will be given hours Anusluclo Rivera, died of pneumonia
to ftt out of the city. In the bunch today at her home on College street.
are Michael and S. Llcnau nnd Juan She was 18 years of age. The funSegura, who are charged with being eral arrangements have not yet been
three of the five Mexicans who lured .! decided upon, .
William flerkus, a section hand, Into
the back room of the old Hlnky Dinlt FAST YOUNG MEN ARRESTED
saloon at 1722 Market street where
ON WAY TO LAS VEGAS.
they assaulted and robbed him, four
Fort Collins, Colo., Feb. 23. Harlcy
men
while
victim
of the
holding the
"Hub" Hi uch, well known
the fifth, believed to bo Segura went Welsh nnd ot
Fort Collins, wore aryoung men
him
relieved
his
and
through
pockets
rested at La Junta last night while
of $87.
en roulo to Las Vegas, N. M., on
Instructions from tho sheriff's office of
8TRIKE ON BALTIMORE
The prisoners will be
AND OHIO RAILROAD. this city.
askbrought back to Fort Collins and
with Mae Stevens
Baltimore, Mil., Feb. 22. The wage ed their relations
both under age,
negotiation between tho Baltimore & and Adeline Kinney,
who were tried In the county court
Ohio railroad conductors nnd train-meand were
and tho company ended In a dis- last week, iplended guilty
House ot tho Good
to
the
sentenced.,
will
Tho
employees
agreement today.
Is understood
now vole on a question of strike, Shepherd at Denver. It
back to teswhich the brotherhood olllciula regard these girls will be brought
Beach.
tify aguiuBt Welsh and
as a strong possibility.

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 18. The
senate committee on territories is In
L Bradsession now.
ford Prince, chairman of the Santa Fe
committee, addressed the committee
on behalf of New Mexico's claims In
geenral and for the relief of Santa
Fe county specifically and made a
decided Impression on the senators.
He' was followed by Judge N. B.
laughlln, who Is a close friend of
Senator Hughes of Colorado, a member of the committee, and by Levi A.
Hughes, who confined himself to the
Santa Fe county matter. Bird Coler
of New York explained what the bonds
cost, what they sold for and are now
selling for, and who now holds them,
declaring that most of them are owned in New England. Attorney Charles
A. Spless also spoke at length on behalf of the bond holders and presented an exhaustive brief on the entire
matter of the railroad aid bond issues.
Arizona Boosters.
Delegate Ralph Cameron, Attorney
Morrison
R. E.
and Lorenzo Hubbell
led the fight for Arizona before the
committee. It Is believed that the bill
will be reported to the Senate In a few
League Is try
days. The
ing very hard to get a prohibition
clause into tho enabling act.
Postmaster.
Hopkins
Upon recommendation of Delegrate
Andrews and the Republican organization. R. W. Hopkins was for the
fourth time
postmaster of
Albuquerque.
Bursum Obtains Concessions.
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the territorial Republican central committee,
obtained from the department of the
Interior and the forest bureau Import-ar- t
concessions for the mining Industry In the Mogollon and other districts within the Gila national forest.
Special Counsel in Dam Condemnation
The attorney general of the United
States has appointed R- - F. Burges of
El Paso, and H. B. Holt of Las Crucea,
as special assistants in the condemnation proceedings for the Elephant
Butte dam.
The appointment was made upon
suggestion of the El Paso office of the
El Paso Water Users' Association, and
was brought about by the efforts of
Congressman W. R. Smith.

Washington's birthday was fittingWashington, D. C, Feb. 19. Offily celebrated at St. Michael's college cials of the territory of New Mexico
from the time the students assembled
and representatives of the people, who
on the campus to salute Old Glory
when the Star and Stripes were un- hold the bonds Issued by the territory
furled to the breeze yesterday morn- and its counties have been given a

ing until the tired celebrants were hearing before the senate committee
locked in the arms of Mobpheus an
which is considering tho statehood
hour before midnight.
bills.
Amendments were suggested
A musical and literal y entertainment under the auspices of St. providing that the proxsed state of
Michael's Literary Society was the New Mexico shall take over the debts
feature of the day. It was held In of Santa Fe and Grant counties,
the Senior hall whlcn was decorated
to more than a million dolfor the occasion with flags, bunting, amounting
and pictures of the Father of his lars, and consisting chiefly of railroad
aid bonds. Most of these bonds were
country.
The orchestra under the direction voted in 1879 and tho prlnicipal and
of Brother Fabian was at Its best, and Interest have remained unpaid.
The
each number was greeted with great
issuance of the bonds was justified by
applause.
on the
The essays by J. Felipe Hubbell, the New Mexico delegation
were necessary In
Jr., and Manuel Lujan were literary ground that they
to induce the railroad to degems, and the manner In which they order
were delivered left the impression velop that section and It was stated
that the young orators will be heard that they were issued in the same
from in the future state of 4'ew Mex- spirit In which the United States govthe
ernment gave aid In building
ico.
lines. The projxjsed
Before the final, Father Bobst In transcontinental
ada lew happy remarks complimented state of New Mexico also wants, in
the students on their ability to enter- dition to bequests of public lands for
tain In the musical and literary lines. school purposes, three million acres
Rev. Joseph Pugens and Rev. Mr. to be used In wiping out the territorial debt. No action was taken by the
Reno were also present.
committee, but the Indications are
Tho Program.
that provisions will be made for the
Airs
American
Overture
payment of the Santa Fe bonds at
Orchestra.
College
The senate committee favors
Ac- least
Grand Chorus with Orchestral
such provision.
companiment.
New Mexico's Friends at Work.
"America"
College Glee Special to the New Mexican.
Edwin Schutz
Violin Solo
Washington, Feb. 19.
The Day We Celebrate
L. Bradford
Prince, Judge N. B.
J. Felipe Hubbell, Jr.
Laughlln and Levi A, Hughes on beTiano Duet
half of the Board of Trade and the
John Clark, J. Felipe Hubbell, Jr.
Commercial Club of Santa Fe, Judge
.
Instrumental Quintette
W. D. Newcomb on behalf of Silver
Te Volvere a Ver City and Grant County, Attorney
L.
Krick,
S. Tafo.va,
Charles A. Spless for the bondholders,
Schutz, Henry
L. Balderrania, J. Clark.
created a favorable Impression on the
Recitation. .The Revolutionary Alarm senate committee on territories yesEdwin Schurz.
terday and It is certain now that the
Heidelberg March . Junior Orchestra statehood bill will make some sort
Yankee Doodle Boy of a provision for the payment of the
Vocal
of the
Joseph de Soto and Joseph Schauer railroad bond Indebtedness
counties of Santa Fe and Grant. Delewith chorus.
and
Bursum
Chairman
Glowworm
gate Andrews,
Instrumental Trio
F. Postmaster .General Frank H. Hitch
L. Balderrania,
A. Balderrania.
cock are vigilant and are pushing per
Chavez.
Manuel Lujan sistently In the same cause and have
Patriotism
a
Leo Schutz secured from Senator Beveridge
Cornet Solo
of the statehood bill to
Warren's Address modification
Recitation
Mexico
New
and the
tne advantage of
Edward Laughlln.
amendment of the clause so that outDENVER WILL SEE TO
Queen's Lace Handkerchief (Strauss) side of the election for the constitu
A SQUARE CENSUS DEAL.
College Orchestra.
tional convention and the vote on the
Recitation
constitution, there will be no general
In
New
Declaration of Independence election in New Mexico In 1910, so
Example That Larger Towns
..The
Mexico Might Follow With Prof-I- t
Nestor Montoya, Jr.
as to prevent the expense, the bitterto Themselves.
Grand chorus with Orchestra Ac-- ness and complications that a general
Denver, Feb. 19. Denver Insists on
'companiment.
and
election for . county, legislative
a square deal In the census. It plans "New Mexico"
College Glee territorial offices In 1910 would bring
outlined by the directors of the cham- Finale
College Orchestra with it.
ber, a committee from the Real EsSharps Gets Collectorshlp,
tate exchange and A. B. McGaffey, su- ROBBED DEAD PASSENGER
Special to the New Mexican.
pervisor of the census for the eastern
RING.
DIAMOND
OF
Washington, D. C, Feb. 19. A. L.
district of Colorado, which Includes
Sharpe has been reappointed customs
Denver, are carried out the city will,
Al
The
collector at El Paso, Texas.
La Junta, Colo., Feb. 23. F. B.
perhaps for the first time In its his
two candidates were General
other
who
Pullman
says
a
conductor,
len,
Its
accurately
have
population
tory,
Dona
he lives In Denver, is in the county J. B. Vlljoen of Chamberlno,
and completely enumeratea
and W. W. Cox of Las
The plan as outlined provides for a jail awaiting preliminary hearing on Ana county,
members, the charge of robbing the corpse of Cruces.
committee of twenty-on- e
The committee that represented
three from each of seven representa Dr. L B. Hughes, who died In a car as Santa
Fe county before the Senate
tive organizations, to assist without Santa Fe train No. 8 pulled Into the committee
on territories yesterday, Is
pay the census supervisor in compil- station here and stealing a diamond certain that
provision will be made
reall
ring.
ing, correcting and tabulating
for the payment of the Santa Fe counIt
to
to
addition
In
provides
this,
ports.
Santa Fe officials were preparing
railroad bond indebtedness and Is
for an assistant In every block in the remove the body, when a special agent ty In
also
hopes that sufficient land will
the
observed
city.
of the road, who had
be granted to pay the other bonded
In accordance with the plan adoptthe
asked
indebtedness of the county,,
ring on the doctor's finger,
ed, the chamber of commerce will at Pullman conductor to explain Its ab
Upon the recommendation of Deleonce select a committee of three mem- sence.
know
It
Is
denied
said,
Ailed,
gate W. H. Andrews, Frank A.
bers, and the Colorado Manufacturwhen
the
ring, but
has been appointed postmasanything about
ers' Association, Traffic Club, State ing
searched It was found In his pocket, ter at Plna, Taos county; and Robert
Commercial Association, Real Estate
arrest
After
officials
being
the
say.
H. Woods at Red Rock, Grant county.
Exchange, Retail Grocers' Association
Allen dixdared It was not his Inten
Delegate Andrews Introduced bills
and Trndes and Labor Assembly will ed
tion to keep the ring, that he merely today increasing the pension of Jamln
be asked to name like committees.
to place it In proper hands F. Adams. Company B, First Maine
The actual work of taking the cen took It
Heavy Artillery, $30 a month; Lewis
sus will be begun April 15. The com- later.
Dr. Hughes was returning to his F. Sasseen, Company E, Eighth Kenmittees nre to be selected at the earl
He seAn tucky Cavalry. $48 a month.
iest possible date, so that the list of home in Nebron, Neb., from Los
cured for Albert Thomas, of the
several
had
he
where
comspent
can
be
geles
enumerators
volunteer
health. Heart Eighth Kentucky Mounted Infantry,
pleted and the enumerators can be months to Improve his
117 a month
In disease is thought to have been the an original pension of
duties
of
their
informed
properly
from November 6, 1909, and an acample time for beginning when the of cause of doath. His father, John crued
pension to Jacinta R. Baldo-nadHughes, wired instructions to ship the
ficlnl enumerators cuter the field.
(This dispatch was filed at
Supervisor McGaffey, in his address body to Hebron,
Washington at 3:55 p. m. and was on
requested the commercial bodies to
tne editor's desk at 2: IS p. ru. It
furnish him thirteen competent men THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
came over the Postal.)
HOURS.
IN
TWELVE
as
act
to
district
women
super
and
visors, without pay, to assist under
ELFEGO GARCIA WILLING
his direction In cheeking over the Farmington Sets an Example That
TO EXCHANGE CHILDREN.
work of the enumerators.
Business Men of Santa Ft
There will be 100 official enumeraShould Emulate.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 23. Elfego Gartors In Denver who are to bo selected
cia, a wealthy man of Albuquerque,
from 4(11) persons who took a test ex- Sneelnl to The New Mexican.
Is going to swap a baby that Is not
amination pome days ago to qualify Farminirton. N. M Feb. 23. Farm
his own to a family in Mlntura, Colo.,
the
for
positions..
ington is on the map from this day on who have no children, for his own
and a great oom has set in. The coin child, which the Mlntur family has
IS BREWING
REVOLUTION
mil tee ot business men appointed to
adopted. And if the father is sucIN PORTUGAL.
secure the right of way for the Arizo cessful In trading some other folk's
na and Colorado Railroad raised
baoy for his own, then Mrs. Florence
Arrests of Suspects Are Being Made
today in twelve hours for the pur Garcia of Denver, will be happy, for
Dally and Cargo of Arms Is
of
the
terminals
and
chase of
right
it will mean that her child will come
on the Way.
way. More subscriptions are coming in into her care again.
Lisbon, Portugal, via Spanish Fronex
been
needed
amount
tho
has
Two years ago Garcia wooed and
and
tier, Feb. 23. The government Is ceeded but Farmlngton Is going after won Miss
Florence Collie of Denver,
the
by
perturbed
greatly
apparently
bigger game and expects to bo the big who had gone to the New Mexico city
discovery of a widespread revolutiontown in northern New Mexico In to tench school. They wero married
ary plot. Arrests of suspects are be- gest,
a few years. James W, Reagan of the and moved to a pueblo Just outside
ing miulo dally. .Confidential information has reached the authorities Arizona nnd Colorado Railroad is in the city, soon after the Imliy. a girl,
sucthat a cargo of arms nnd ammunition the San Juan valley and everything was born, Mrs. Gnrcla's mother and
fur the revolutionists is being brought looks, favorable for the early construc- ceeded In separating her daughter
,
her
tion ot the new road
from Germany.
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cul-- j afterward
gave strong evidence that
hell the south to curb floods and get for a prolonged period of general
course, the census waa wrong; but it was
ture make a high school
contro- deep water, yet the south howls at
chief end Is to prepare for.clal, and there was no way of
the first attempt to help the west.
a college course which verting it.
and
college,
the
of
"Moreover, the ridiculousness
Now the testimony of the schools,
gives only general culture, and send.
argument can be better appreciated out
men and women of twenty-tw- the directory, th buslnes organiza
young
monIs
evthat
this
understood
when It
with good general education but tions, the public utilities and of
a
ey is being ralBed by the southwest-er- no specific preparation for earning a ery other mull or Institution In posiMM
mnV MIXICAN PUNTIN
and western states concerned, and living. No sympathy need be wasted tion to know, is that Denver has not
. PANY.
Inhabitants. We
all the government is doing Is to on these
young men and women. They less than 200,000
make a temporary loan and collect lis will get along admirably, because gen want them counted. We want the
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
money bock again, with a Just rate eral culture, if It Is genuine In quali- exact standing which the city deserves mudo a matter of official recof interest.
Editor and President
ty and ample In quantity, is a real
FRANK P. 8TURGES,
"Nobody is taxed outside of those economic asset. .But if we adopt this ord, and sent out W the world. And
Interested; it Is not a direct govern- scheme as sufficient, we must do It the only way to be sure of getting
ment appropriation like those that are with our eyes open to the fact that this is to go to work now; not wait
then
per cent 6f the till the mischief Ib done, and
given to the people of the south for about ninety-eigh- t
JOHN K. 6TAUFFER,
about It." How about
.
deepening their harbors, widening young people will quit our schools pass resolutions
8ecretry-Tressureftheir rivers and erecting levees to and turn their backs on our cherish- Greater Santa Fe?
ed culture courses at a far earlier age
curb overflows. The west is paying
at
im- COLLECTING
fseond Class Matt
DELINQUENT TAXES
fetored
way, while the south Is not, and all and will go forth to the fight both
the Santa Fa Postofflm.
the west asks of the south, north mature and unprepared.
Delinquent tax conditions In Socorthat
OP
"Or, third, we may make vocational ro county are similar to those lu Sanor east, Is a fair chance and hands
SUBSCRIPTION.
RATES-school work; begin ta Fe county, only down there the
I 25 off things that concern nobody but training a part of
Dally, per week. by carrier
It as far down as necessary to catch
west."
haven't the threadbare exDtly. per month, by carrier.... 1.00 the
the bulk of the pupils before they cuse that Is urged here, the big coun7f
Dallv. Mr month, by mail
It
continue
EDUCATION
to
through
OF
CAMPAIGN
begin
dropout;
ty debt. The following editorial from
Dallr. three months, by mall.... 10
so
the crucial years of adolescence
AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS.
4.00
the Socorro Chieftain therefore, is apOnllr, six months, br mall
to
be
less
will
drop
likely
that
Santhey
T.60
There are special reasons why
plicable, to this county and the New
Dally, one year, by mall
in Hie na- out but will be more effective if they Slexlcan understands, that District Atta Fe is Interested
Weekly, per month,....
tuberculosis. do; carry It on Into the more advanced torney E...C. Abbott Is pushing along
'S tional
on
warfare
Weekly, per quarter
and professional
110 Up to a few years ago, people born fields of collegiate
the same lines In conformance with
Weekly, six months
those who can take time for
here and living here, were supposed work for
the resolutions of the recent district
Weekly, per year
of
benefit
the
and
course
a fuller
get
in this city, to
The Weekly New Mexican ReTlew to be immune from the ravages of their whole infancy.
attorney's
, exert everyconference
.
etfort to collect delinthe oldeet newspaper In New Mex-a- that dread disease, but of late It has
of
courses
of
"The formulation
It is sent to every postofflce In become a frightful factor in decimatquent taxes, so that the tax rate for
of study for Biieh vocational and Indus.
Ithis year might be lowered:
die Territory and has a Urge and ing native families. A low power
of
the
for
people
young
sanitatrial
training
resistance, carelessness as to
trowing circulation amonr the
"Dislrlct Attorney. Griffith is mak- Mexico affords an intricate prob- ent and progreealTa people of the tion, poverty, aud especially promis- New
iem. the solution of which enn be on- - Intr" a good record for himself in his
on
streets
the
cuous expectoration
Southwest
chief enorcs to collect tne iu,mw oi
anrf In the homes, are potent causes ly gradually worked out. The
Is (hat In working it out, nnent taxes due Socorro county. He
THURSDAY" FEBRUARY 24, 1910. that carry consumption Into regions
territory has already filed over six hundred inthat formerly did not know it and as thi actual conditions of thecourse
be dividual milts for the collection of
be kept In mind and the
long as Santa Fe enforces no
nrdiuance. death in its adapted to the industrial and econom- these taxes. None of these suits aremost hideous form will enter more ic conditions of New Mexico. It will against the estates of deceased perdelinand more of the humble homes of the not be sufficient merely to imitate the sons or against those who are
or quent for les than ten dollars. A lit
EVERY KNOCK IS A BOOST.
native people and snatch here a courses given in Massachusetts
tie further time will be given to execu
This Is most convincingly set forth daughter, there a son. always some Pennsylvania."
tors and administrators and to per- an address dear one on whom hopes for the fuby implication In perusing
sons owing small amounts, wttn me
WHERE SANTA FE LOST OUT.
of the editor of the Country Gentleman, ture were built.
Definite instruction concerning the
Tho SantR Fe Emnloves Magazine hope that the taxes duo from these
which says that irrigation enterprises
of
If,
fnr Ffliirnnrv tells a eranhlc story of sources will be paid voluntarily.
should be discourased because under nature and methods of prevention
is being given to less the earlv financial struggles of the however, they are not so paid, suits
irrigation the farmer can raise "five tuberculosis
school
enforce
can
to
the
he
6
will
cent
of
public
brought
that per
promptly
Santa Fe system, a story with which
to twenty times as much" as he
accord- the fate of Santa Fe was Intimately their collection, and the delinquents
in regions where he must depend up- children of the United States
the
a
Issued
have
to
by
bulletin
at
Gentlewill
this
today
even
which
nobody but themselves to
ing
day
connected and
on the rainfall. The Country
ifor the Study is finding an echo In the halls of Con- blame for the additional costs incur
man therefore argues that the growth National Association
of Tuberculosis. '
gress where Santa Fe is pleading for red.
of reclaimed acreas will ruin the rain and Prevention
shown relief from the indebtedness
has
under
Recent Investigation
"In the suits already brought, all
water farmer. The only flaw in this
that in only nine cities, Washington, which It is groaning and which was delinquent tax imyers have been treatargument is that while the irrigation D.
Va.,
the ed alike. AH summonses nave been
In helping
C, Dallas, Texas, Richmond,
primarily incurred
farm "can" do these things, there
Poughkeepsle, N. Y., Detroit. Mich., railroads to build to this city under turned over to the sheriff at the same
are mighty few that "do" them. The and
are special text the Impression that here the Santa
Tenn.,
Knoxville,
time so as to make the costs as light
El Paso Herald makes the following
books being used or lectures, being Fe would make its main offices and as possible.
It will be remembered,
comment:
In three headquarters.
tuberculosis.
Fe
about
the
Santa
atInstead,
given
that notice that these suits would
"Opponents of Irrigation are
and one' territory, Michigan, main line passed eighteen miles to too,
states
m,bl,6hed aDOut three
tempting to stir up animosity against Massachusetts, North Carolina and
.
SUUIU.
v..""
Alio Ulffituai
months ago, eo that no delinquent
it In regions of the south which fear Porto Rico, laws have been passed re- ine
in
is
which
published
Santa
Fe,
the
can complain that he did not have sufcompetition from the irrigated fields quiring that Instruction about the na- this number, says In Section 2:
ficient notice. A great many of the deof the west. This is a dangerous piece ture and methods or prevention of tuauare
hereby
"Tbe
said
company
Senof work and one against which
berculosis be given in all public thorized and empowered to survey, linquents have responded to the
of
notice and paid their taxes, but these
ator Carter cautioned the iieople
schools. In Tennessee, the state decomplete, alter, six hundred suits are conclusive evithe west when he made his tour last partment of education has requested locate, construct,
a
railroad, with dence that
maintain
and
operate
in
the
people
by far too many of Socorfall. He declared that
that such instruction be given, ana one or more tracks, from or near Atare not
certain sections of the south were has Issued circulars for this pur- ro county's property owners
Kanin
Missouri
on
river,
the
chison,
to pay for the public
,
actually opposing the reclamation pose. In New Jersey and West VirI. ., t. ..... mn nf Tniiolffl. disposed to help
s
that they enjoy. We do not
work because they said it brought ginia
giving Instruction are n Kan s terrnoJy, and to such point'
Mr. Griffith ia disposed in
and the at- on the southern or western boundary k"
'the cheap lands of the west' Into com- hung In every school-rootter, but we are very decidedly
petition with 'the high priced lands of tention of all children Is called to , ,.,
in
toYrltnrv. In the direction ,llla
the south.' That people could be so them. The actual number of children, of Santa Fe in the Territory of New of the opinion that he owes the delinnarrow minded, we of the west were however,' who will this year be taught Mexico."
quents no apology for his having
little willing to believe, but an editor- by their teachers that tuberculosis
Onmonn
rtf tho brought suits aaalnst them for the coll 1.. 'I.
'""""'In Moody s Magazine lecUon of the taxes they owe, and
ial from the Jeffersonlan, of Atlanta, is a communicable, infectious disease,
Railways,
not
will
J
Ga., bears out all the senator said and and that It can be prevented,
as follows of the building of
IT.
exceed one million. If the state laws speaks
more. Says the Atlanta paper:
that it Is right 7m official
line into New Mexico
the
strictwere
Instruction
such
the
of
" 'Gilbert iL Tucker Is editor
fullest
to
requiring
those
the
suits
prosecute
continued,
construction
then
The
children
Country Gentleman, one of the oldest, ly enforced, at least 2,000,000
in a leisurely way, during the next extent.of the law."
reached.
high class agricultural newspapers In would be
few
years, down the valley of the Rio
While tuberculosis does not cause
America. Xot long ngo he made a
Grande river, into New Mexico and GOOD NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
be- as many deaths among school chilsubiect
Ga..
In
his
Macon.
In
speech
Those are good tidings for Santa Fe
dren as It does among worklngmen In the direction of Albuquerque.
ing the 'Menace of the Irrigated or
this extension, as in later building, tax payers that the Associated Press
among Infants under five years of
I'arm.' I wish that this address coull
was
trail
old Santa Fe
brings today. It amounts virtually to
the National Association gives the line of the
be read by every white voter In the age.
was in some re- - fin nfflplnl nnnriincpmnt that thfl Bev-some figures to show how serious the generally followed. It
Ufflted States.
adhered
to,
so
closely
take care
andjer,dgB gtatenooa ,Dll
disease Is among this class. Based spects
"'President Taft Is committed to a on the census of 1900, it Is estimated sometimes without logical reason, d of tne ganU Fe c01mty ralIroaa (bond.
was
re
extensively
the
that
for
the
saying
bond Issue of 110,000.000
lndebteanegg, Nor lRt Santa Fe
that nearly 100,000 children now in
clamation of arid land; and one of the school will die of tuberculosis before dulged in by a later genera ion of
lhe ngrat)J )n
tutmg towanJ
Montana senators demands the gov- they are eighteen years of age, or critics that 'the original builders of
e
now
whQ
ernment Issue of $31,000,000, In certi- that about 6,400 die annually from the Atchison ollowed the l
problem for the tax
so religious ly that If
ficates, for that purpose a system of this disease. Estimating that on an Santa Fe Trail
Communities
trail skirted a tenfooi stream for
the
tuberdies
of
who
federal taxation which robs us of
child
each
u
average
"
a mile to strike a snal- an exception. Let It Te remem- Fe
per day is not enough. We, culosis has had six years o' schooling f auarter of
be
railroad
must add to this crushing load the ex- the aggregate loss to the country In low spot for fording, the
of.red, for instance that from the mo- builders did likewise. Instead
pense of furnishing a favored few of wasted education each year amounts
"'pnt tne arrival at wasnmgwn,
struck
stream
where
the
they
bridging
sup- to 11,152.000.
According to Investithe farmers with a never-fallinC, a week ago of Hon. H. O.
a
tree
ran
trail
the
and
where
up
it,
Boston
ply of water for their crops. Wouldn't gations made in New York,
in a hollow rock to avoid the Bursum, chairman of the Republican
farmer of and Stockholm, the percentage of or hid
it make a drouth-ruinewolves or savages, the railroad did territorial central committee, that the
tuberwith
afflicted
are
children
who
feel
Texas, Oklahoma or Kansas
The system had reached statehood situation became brighter,
Is much larger than the death the same!'
happy to reflect that he was being culosis
having passed Its origi- that there was at once a manifest disAlbuquerque,
would
Indicate.
.rate
moisture
taxed to furnish abundant
position to trim the rough edges from
nal point, Santa Fe."
the
Association
for
National
The
farm?
the
for the crops on
Irrigated
But the line did not follow the San- the Beverldge statehood bill. It may
A proposition more monstrously un- Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis ta Fe Trail into Santa Fe "Its origi- be giving away state secrets, but it
declares that there are two ways of
to should be known that Postmaster Genjust could not be made.
of tuberculosis nal objective point." Who was
" 'If the government keeps on push checking the ravages
has left an open eral Frank H. Hitchcock had considamong school children. The first blame, tradition
and
erable to do with this modification and
ing that reclamation work, do you way Is to Instruct every school child question, but Santa Fe lost out,
know what It will mean to the aver- about the dangers of the disease, and so did the Santa Fe system, as the that it was Mr. Bursum who pleaded
age grower of the crops that are made to show them how they themselves New Mexican verily believes, for with with him to use his Influence on New
farms? Why, It may prevent tuberculosis In their the aid of the railroad, Santa Fe Mexico's behalf.
on the
This does not detract one lota from
means his ruin. The average farm, homes. The second method is to es- would have become the Denver, or at
which has to depend on the heavens tablish open-ai- r
schools for all chil- least the El Paso of the Great South the credit due Delegate to Congress
for the rain, cannot compete with the dren who have tuberculosis or who west, and the Santa Fe might have w. H. Andrews. Without his consent,
man who can get water whenever he are suspected cases, segregating them made It the most attractive tourist none of these amendments could have
resort on Its entire system.
toen made. Mr. Bursum telegraphed:
wants it. Those irrigated farms pro- from the healthy children.
"Andrews is doing good worjt," and
duce from five to twenty times as
TAKE
CENSU8.
THE
HELPING
TO
even his detractors will not deny that
COLLEGE.
AN AGRICULTURAL
much as the rain water farm. How
The Department of Education of the delegate is a hard worker.
The College Record of the New
on earth are you going to be able to
enIs
for
to
Mexico
New
be
praised
MeGovernor Curry, who was recently
meet the prices of the man whose land Mexico College of Agriculture and
upon a campaign through the In Washington, deserves the credit of
yields a dozen times more than yours? chanic Arts, Just from the press of tering
the significto
schools
public
explain
New
Mexican
the
to President Taft perPrinting Company,
You simply cannot do It You'll be
to be taken having appealed
ihe
1
question ance of the census about
concisely
Your land answers
have eliminated from the
driven out of business.
and of the schedules which the enu- sonally
Is
an
"What
College?"
Agricultural
nor
hill
those
features which
Beverldge
will be worthless. Neither you
covers is merators must fill out. It Is certain would have proved a stumbling block
any one else can work It In competi- The field such institution
materisuch
will
course
a
that
help
the
to statehood. No other man was able
tion with the Irrigated farms. And briefly defined and It convinces
reader that there Is not only room ally to give New Mexico a square deal to get quite so near to the President
they propose to get, at your expense,
stock.
of
In
decennial
this
taking
fill
that they
or to Interest him so thoroughly in
the irrigation which will- - pauperize for such colleges but
In a com- Census director, supervisor and enu- the
Get after your two United a great want, especially
plight of the territory.
you!
industrial education merators cannot alone bring about
where
monwealth
Hon. Charles A. Spless has devoted
States senators about It; also your Is
will result In a comconditions
that
each
even
after
But
neglected.
weeks to preparing briefs on behalf of
United States representative.'
school has Its manual training school, plete and accurate census unless the the Santa Ke
county cause and he sucreand
"As an Kl Paso irrlgationlst
the Agricultural College will have Its general public takes Interest
marks 'of all the arguments that can Important place in the scheme of gen- helps. It Is noteworthy too that the ceeded admirably lij convincing the
be raised to Justify an injustice, and eral education for the masses, a place New Mexico newspapers are helping senate committee that this is a debt
to feed selfishness, nothing can equal that no other institution can fill so mightily to spread information about that Congress ought to provide for. It
the above.' The Idea that because ir- well or so completely. In President the census and to rouse the Interest was Congress that validated it when
there was danger of the United States
rigated lands can produce more than W. E. Garrison's address on "A Mod- of the public. In the towns and
the commercial bodies should supreme court declaring It an illegal
cities,
In
tho
United
the
of
ern
lands
Ideal
Culture,"
that
printed
unlrrlgated
with the census officials, debt and It Is Congress that Bhould
States of America should kill all pos- same number, this Is set forth In
so that each town may be credited therefore relieve the tax payerB. '
sibility of Irrigating because the acre- scholarly and convincing manner, and with a
Tho arrival of the Santa Fe comcomplete count of population
age thus farmed and irrigated Is more It presents at the same time a coher- and wealth.
L.
The Importance of this mittee consisting of
It ent argument for manual training In
productive than the
3 acknowledged by the big cities as Bradford Prince,
A. Hughes,
Ivi
shows the smallness of some men's Ihe public schools. Doctor Garrison
as follows: the following editorial from the Den- Judge N. B. I.auglilln and which was
minds.
Might as well ask Congress sums up his conclusions
Joined by Judge W. D. Newcomb of
First, we may accept as final the ver News Indicates:
to pass a law that no acre of land
"The commercial bodies of Denver Sliver City, and Hon. T. B. Catron, was
within the confines of the United fact that the average boy does quit have declared that
will
insure at the psychological moment to clinch
they
In doing so we
States should be farmed that will pro- Bchool at fourteen.
of Denver a fair deal at the coming cen- the arguments presented by Messrs.
duce any more than the lioorest acre attempt to turn back the process In- sus. The Times bas no doubt tbat the
Bursum, Andrews, Curry and Spless.
evolution and declare that human
In the United States.
ends and maturity begins, eco- declaration Is made in good faith; They made doubly certain the success
to
"America has not only her own peo- fancy
the
time
want
to
we
that
but
urge
fourof the movement to rid Santa Fe counof
at
the age
nomically at least,
ple to feed, but she, has the world to teen. At this age then the boy must get Denver a square deal is right ty of this unjust debt.
supply, and Indeed, she must culti- begin to 'earn his keep.' He can gen- now.
The benefit to Santa Fe county, and
"Ten years ago the matter was al- this
vate her farms far beyond what Is erally do It, but tho chances are that
city in particular will be Incalcensus
to
a
and
now done to keep up with the domand he will never earn a very good keep lowed
go by default;
culable. It will not only mean an ImundoubtIn
was
turned
which
to any extent.
and that the shortened Infancy will report
mediate advance In real estate values,
"Yet we are told that the President mean a Blunted maturity, This U the edly did great Injustice to the city. hut It will bring the establishment
Indications
all
when
the
time
a
At
that
who
Insists
should be condemned for doing that position of the parent
here of industries, the beginning of
pointed to Denver as containing at new and
which he Is bound to do as the repre-tatlv- e his boy must leave school and 'get a lnaufa
Important enterprises,
the renins
ir.OOnn tnhnhtlnnts
Is
when
he
fourteen.
of 90,000,000 of people. To hlra ;oh'
a H,itJr ln"
A checkup !arer fianta Fo- - n '
found
but
133,000.
takers
stand
we
stiffly
may
"Or, second,
they neecessarlly must be ull alike, He
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great, good fortune, the city has not
beexpanded Into a Greater Santa Fe
fore the taking of the census, so that
It might appear officially In the 10,000
class right away instead of being compelled to wait until 1920.
deed,

that
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The El Paso, Herald Is certain that
the Reclamation Service Is In earnest
about building the Elephant Butte
reservoir. Northern New Mexico Is
also In earnest that the building of
this project shall not abridge the
water rights of the 100,000 people living In the upper Rio Grande valley.
Says the Herald:
"The appointment of K. F. Bulges
and H. B. Holt as Special counsel to
assist United States District Attorney
David J. Leahy lu the work of prosecuting the condemnation suit for the
site for the Elephant Butte dam is
most gratifying news to the people
the Rio Grande valley.
"The mutter of tills condemnation
requires a lot of time, as there are
many untangled ends to be gathered
up, and, busy as he Is with the affairs
of his office, Mr. Leahy no doubt
warmly welcomes the help that has
jbeen given him, as Mr. Holt and Mr.
Burgos are thoroughly familiar with
Mr. Holt is
every part of the work,
president and attorney for the water
users of (he upper valley and Mr.
Burges represents the water users of
the lower valley in a legal way; both
know every phase of the cane anil can
help largely to get the condemnation
matter disposed of In good time, so
that work can be pushed forward.
of these two
"The appointment
men shows the Interest that is being
exhibited In the work at Washington
by the officials there; it proves that
they want to see the work go forward
as rapidly ns
possible. Deserving
credit is due to Congressman Smith
for pushing this matter and to Felix
Martinez of the Kl Paso valley water
users for the steps he has taken
to forward the work."

ff

i vniimr woman of Clevelnnd. Ohio
appeals to Speaker Cannon to have
Congress provide husbanils Tor all women above a certain ago who have
thus far failed to find their mate. She
says that such a law would usher In
the nilllonitiin. Legislation of that
kind should be a dead easy problem
for the national legislators and migui
divert the attention for the time
from, statehood, corporations, In
come tax and other- uncomfortable
topics.' This Is what the Clevelanu
girl writes:
"Our benux cannot marry us girls
KMn..aA nil frvwla nn.l rlnlh(niT Is tOO
hl.rh Whnt irnnH 1r It to us elrtR If we
do not have husbands? Why don't you
make Congress provide husbands tor
us? You will do the country more
Iw uAplncr Hi at all the voting
If all the young
people are married.
people were married we wouia nui
need a Congress or a President. This
we
world would then be a narndlso
must have- husbands. Gut some for
us."

Hon. H. O. Bursum was the right
man to send to Washington, D. C, to
look after New Mexico's Interests In
true, Dele
the statehood bill. It
gate Andrews was doing all In his
power to secure favorable conditions
'
he succeeded
for admission and
in many respects where no other representative could have done any good,
but Chairman Bursum of tho Republican central committee has a standing both by reason of his offlee and
his iiersonality that makes litm a powerful factor wherever he exerts Jils
energies and talents on behalf of any
cause. At Washington,. D. C, he at
once reached the ears of the inner
most and small circle of men who
shape legislation. He presented New
such
MexIco'B cause with
Btraight
forwardness ami so convincingly, and
that
fear
cravenness,
or
yet, without
he was given concessions on behalf
of the territories, that will prove an
invaluable heritage to the people of
IT'S THE TRUTH.
the Sunshine state for all time to
In an address made at Minneapolis come. Bully for Mr. Bursum, hufbet
recently the Bpeaker paid the follow- ter still for the commonwealth and
the Republican party.
ing tribute to tjie newspaper profession, which necessarily must blow its
Editor William M. Derger of Belen
own horn for there Is no other horn
that can compare wants every one In New Mexico to
blowing agency
attend the Mills Inauguration and his
with It:
"There Is no profession more honor- advice should find heed in every heart,
able or more exacting than yours. To He says:
"The citizens of the city of Santa
It you must contribute your brain's
best product and you should dignify Fe are making extensive arrange
Gov
it. The poltlcian should see you in ments for the Inauguration of
ernor Mills. The exercises promise
your office and you not bo subiect to
to be of an Imposing nature and
his call. Your place of business-1accessible and should be the place to ample provision will be made by the
consult with you when any man committee of arrangements to take
of visitors
wishes to use your columns. Then, care of tbe large number
to be present from
too, your space, like the goods on the who are "expected
merchant's shelves and counters, is every section of New Mexico. There
as
for sale for all legitimate purposes. ought to be a big crowd present,
the event may become historic, as It
Why should you give it away?
"There is no institution in a town may be the last governor Inaugurated
that can do as much for its growth, under a territorial form of governIn addition to which the more
prosperity and the peace and happi- ment;
com
ness of the people as the newspaper. of us there will not only be a
an
The teachers in your schools devote pliment to the new executive, but
him of loyalty and
about nine month per year to educate assurance lo
the young. The paper as an edu- fealty. Let us have a big crowd presbailiwick."
cational factor devotes 62 weeks of ent from all over his
each year to the cause, for every such
A race Is on between the Santa
paper Is an educator as well as a pur
Island systems for the
veyor of news, and the town's histo- Fe and Rock
mall and passenger business from
rian.
"Your paper Is worth more than the Chicago to the coast. The cutting
down of the time by the Rock Island
subscription price, which you should
Fe follow
receive promptly. When the reader has resulted in the Santa
ing suit, The trouble about all this
does no pay In advance you are praclies in the fact that" neither road
tically loaning him your money withto have been able to run Its
out Interest. A single Issue is often seemed
trains on time on the slow schedule,
worth more to a reader than a year's
and how they expect to do It on a
or several years' subscription.
faster time card, Is a puzzle that the
"No man works harder to earn his
division superintendents will have to
money than you do. It Is well earned solve.
The new time cards of both
and value received is given for every
are quite advantageous to Sanroaijs
comes
to you. It ta Fe for
penny of it that
they mean that passengers
should not be- - slow In coming any can leave Santa Fe quite early in the
meals.
more than should your
morning for points south of here ar"Educate your clientage to the fact riving at places like Albuquerque,
that you are a producer, a builder and
and Wlllard, in the forenoon.
entitled to a position among the best
In your community and to the money
The efficacy of smudge pots in sav
you earn."
ing fruit crops has been demonstratea
early this year at Carlsbad, Eddy
THE SCHOOL OF MINES.
county. They raised the temperature
on
another
The New Mexican
page In the orchards eight degrees. An
reviews briefly the work of the New agency that 1b able to keep the temNew Mexico perature eight degrees above that reMexico School of Mines.
has been rather neglectful of the op- corded by the weather bureau would
portunities that have come to It by save the fruit crops of the Santa Fe
reason of Its great mineral resources and Tesuque valleys even In the mct
and the possession of a modern tech ac'verse season. Saya the Carlsbad
nical college tbat fits young men for
Argus:
engineering work. Thus far, when
"The first proof of the usefulness
New Mexico has wanted engineers, it
of the smudge pots recently Installed
has depended upon the outside supIn the big La Huerta orchard was
ply, but the School of Mines Is now
made Wednesday night, during the
graduating enough young men each
cold snap that struck
year to step Into the gaps left by the phenomenal
The pots were
old timers who were the pioneers In town the day before.
of
mineral and Irrigation development. concentrated on about thirty acres
Colorado Is' milking of Its school of peach orchard and while the outside
demines one of the greatest technical temperature had dropped to one
zero the temperature Incolleges In the country, as famous as gree below
side the orchard was maintained at
Lehigh University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Just seven degrees above. As the buds
because the school Is so favorably lo- had only begun to swell the cold Is
cated for practical work; but the lo- not expected to have been harmful,
cation of New Mexico's School of but the efficacy of tho smudge pots
Mines, Is still more favorable, as far has been proven beyond a doubt. The
as climate and accessibility to mines, pots were filled again Thursday and
is are now ready for immediate use.
and smelters
mills, concentrators
concerned. The school has a great
future and Its creation and maintenThe state of Washington will this
ance Is one of the best Investments year expend a million dollars on fifty
Under the efficient state highways and It goes without
by the Territory.
management of President Drake and saying that a million dollars could
a capable faculty as well as the suphardly be spent to 'better advantage
port, of a public spirited and wise by any
commonwealth, especially
has since the amount Is scnt for permaboard of regents, the institution
entered upon an era of prosperity nent road
improvement. Counting Its
which Is enhanced by the fact that
cash value the labor that under the
the last legislature has made the law Is to be
expended annually on
most liberal appropriation In the hisroads and streets In Now Mexico and
of
maintenfor
the
the
tory
Territory,
the money expended,
ance of this school which is already adding thereto1b
not far from a million
and the sum
splendidly equipped! with Uiilldlngs,
but It is squandered in patch
laboratories,
apparatus,
machinery dollars,
and even owns a gold and silver mine ing and repatchlng streets and roads,
near Its campus, a mine having tim- when It should be expended1 for
macadamizing or paving so as to make
bered shafts, tunnels, drifts, machinInstead
ery and full equipment for practical the Improvement a permanent
work.
Parents, when deciding upon of a mere temporary one.
a future for their sons and a school
No wonder, southern Illinois 1b callshould
for their training,
carefully
weigh the advantages offered by the ed Egypt, when one considers the spirit that prevails at Carlo, the prin
New Mexico School of Minos.
cipal town in that part of southern
Governor Curry presldod. over the Illinois. In fact, darkest Egypt is not
deliberations of the territorial Repub- In It, when It comes to the race hat
lican
central
committee .Tuesday red that seems to anlmnte the people
of
and also took a very active part In Its of that community. Happenings
discussions. No one Is asking Just that kind In New Mexico would be
now: "Is George Curry a Republi- deemed as convincing arguments that
this Territory Is not fit for statehood.
can?" .

In the selection of committees for
the inauguration it was Impossible to
name every one In the city. Those
In charge are aware that here
and
there names have been omitted that
Bhould and would have been Included
had they been thought of at the time.
The committees do their work without remuneration; they give time, energy and talents to jnuke the affair a
success, not for. their own glory but
out of patriotism and for tho good
name of this old city which has some"
traditions socially that must be maintained. It costs money and energy
to do this but there are always men
and women willing to bear the brunt
not only of the work but of the inevitable criticism and fault finding
which are harder to bear than everything else taken togethor.
I

In addressing the territorial Republican central committee last week,
Chief Justice William J. Mills, announced what would be the keynote
of his administration when he said:
"I will serve the people and my party
best by giving the territory an hon-- .
est, - conscientious, administration!"
It Js an axiom that too many officeholders forget, that an honest and conscientious administration of the duties entrusted to them Is the greatest
favor and benefit they can bestow upon their party.

There will be no election of offbill
icials this full if the statehood
passes the Senate. This Is well, for
with an election of delegates to the
constitutional convention and then a
vote on the constitution Itself, this
Territory and Its parties will have
sufficient political turmoil to hold
them until the election for state officials next year. Of course, the present office holders will also be pleased,
for It gives them several months and
possibly a year more In office and that
without any effort or expenditure on
their part.
Since returning to civilization,

for-

mer President Roosevelt has declared
emphatically that he Is for Taft's

the same
Is not a
candidate for the U. 8. Senate from
New York; that he would not con-Beto run for mayor of New York
and all., that he desires Is to be let
alone so that he can write, his books
and attend to his editorial duties on
the Outlook.
Roosevelt,
Bully for
more than one reader will say.
In

1912.

At

time he reasserted that he

"
The Roswell
the "review" provisions In the
Register-Tribune-

takes
state-

hood bills very philosophically and
can
"The Register-Tribunsays:
see no reasonable objection to the
new
constitustate
submission of the
tion to he President, Congress or
has
else
that
a right, real
anybody
or claimed, to look at it. The constitution Is going to be all right. The
Republicans of New Mexico, assisted
by the better class of Democrats, will
see that it is all right."

If the , Congressional commission
which is investigating why some people' cannot get along, on $2,000 or
$3,000 a year and blame the tariff for
their extravagance, would send to
Santa Fe It could And witnesses who
are living on fifty cents a dny and are
happy in the bargain. Santa Fe has
a thousand families or more that manage to live on less than a dollar a day
and still smile as often as families
for whom $10 a day Is not enough.
The citizens of Estancla have acted
wisely In putting up for the municipal
election next week a citizens' ticket
headed by George H. Van Stone, an
fearless, capable young
energetic,
business man. It means that the new
municipality will start out under the
most favorable circumstances for the
of
council nominated also consists
progressive citizens with whom the
"manana" policy will have no charm.
It is fortunate for the Fort Sumner
country In Guadalupe county that the
unseemly

townslte dispute has heen

settled and that the town will

be

future as Fort Sumner. The
known
Fort Sumner valley Is certain to have
a great future, for It is fertile, Its
climate Is Ideal and water for irrigation 1b abundant. It can be made
a prosperous paradise and Fort Sumner will become a thriving city. There
are few places In the Territory that
have quite bo favorable an outlook
at this time.
In

Carlsbad, Eddy county, Is 4,000 feet
lower than Santa Fe and more than
two hundred miles farther south, yet,
during the cold sjiell last week, It recorded a temporatnre of one degree
below zero. It Is evident that Santa
Fe'a protected location saves It from
extremes of cold and heat that otherwise would occasionally sweep over
the .valley and the olty.
"Mexico for the Mexicans!" Is as
vicious and detrimental a cry of zealots In the neighboring republic as was
"America for Americans" by the
c
A. P. A. of several years
ago. Carried to Kb logical conclusion
a policy of that kind would mean re-- ,
trogresslon for Mexico, lapse Into barbarism and finally extinction as a nation.

The sad news Comes from Washington that Senator Beniamln Tillman,
although he may recover from his
present attack of paralysis will have
lost his iwer of speech. And there
are isome people who. will say that
this Is more than a mere coincidence.
The neonle of Carlsbad and sur
roundings have subscribed $200,000
for the building of a direct rallroau
line to El Paso. Carlsbad is no richer than Santa Fe but it evidently has
a larger amount of public spirit.
Editor Klelnfelder of the Obar
Progress, soothingly suggests that
the word "graft." be retired as It
seems to hurt sensitive people. He
recommends the term "Unexplained
Usufruct" as a substitute. However,
a Linibiuger by any other name,
would be a Llmburger Just the same.
It Is lima for the annual tree plant
ing cumpalgn in Santa Fe,
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FRANK P. 8TURGES,

"During the progress of the Campaign for admission of the territories,
many residents of Arizona urged the
annexation to It of sevea of the southern California counties with hnlf a
million population, and the formation
of n imWnnent Rtate. to be called
Callzona.
hut theVn
came to nolhlng. The proposnl for
the setwratton of the southern and
parts of California was not
forgotten. Last voar ninny citizens,
dissatisfied with the treatment wcelv- -

uth NMeX;
.

.

JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,

.
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RUN WILD.

BEAUTY.

The muck raisers running out of
The Kansas City Star makes an apday material are going
present
peal for playgrounds for the children. through Hie muck heaps or a dead pant
the
In
Santa Fe,
open
Fortunately,
and are seeklne; fur evidence that
spaces are so many and bo accessible, will tear popular idols from thl'lr
(he children of this town do not
neeTof a
created U.ro.e. In Ha New Mexico e,ch
,
u
u.n ,
playgrounds, am uun
surround the schools should be made naa ePen references to George Wash-northerwhich
the
In
youngsters mKtollj
de- workshops
cunmnKly calculated to
(.
leuru ine um
na
an
that
admiring
and farming, the most Important In- - stroy. the respect
A.,trv nt Vv- - MtiYtm The NOW MeX- - tion lias had for Us great president,
out theotlier day. howTta Father of His
,1 he
more than a thousand families in this ,a human teln. and It wtl
We t e.e
town must live on less than a dollar grange indeed if during hie
a day. If the coming
vutiiu m-- in tint i
verisimilitude but when it comes to
spaces In this vicinity and turn them
to a
into gardens, great prosperity would presenting only farts derogatory
,.,., to this, town and a dollar a day great man, who now dead can not ui- sacrificed
would no longer be the limit of the fend himself, then truth is was so
Instead of 'elevated. There
. . , ..... , f ntniueirth. of the
.,,.
""--- .
men of this city, tuo nrst mipu.se
a regeneration would be ere - nmnmune n me me
I
for such
.
r
..
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: neV Z: be
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lilted
are other dissatisfied citizens

There
in northern California and southern
sintered
Pscond Class Matter M Oregon, and they also have proposed
a new stale, and hoi.a pnun nn Tir ns
U
Santa Ft Poatofflos.
to call a convention to meet nt Yieka,
mTesTc7SUB8CRIPTION.
Calif., ou 'March 15th, to discuss the
I 2S mutter.
Daily, per week, by carrier
Dully, per month, by carrier..., l.Oii
"These have not been the only prop
75 ositions of the sort. In 1903 members
Dally, pr month, by mall
10
Dally, three months, by mall..,.
lor .he wislatures of North Dakota
oni
Dally, alx months, by mall...
Montana mot in conference in
I.DV
Dally, one year, br mall
.25
Weekly, per month
.76 Montana
.
Weekly, per quarter
the
part of
1.01
Weekly, alx months
ve rs ago in- 1.00
of' Long island ser-Veekly, per year
The Weekly New Mexican Review
the oldest newspaper In New Mex-vIt Is sent to every postofflce In
admitted as a slate. Hut such schemes
he Territory and has a large and
of disthe Intel-Ke- do not pass beyond the stage state
trowing circulation anion
and progressive people of the cussion. Virginia is the only when
that has been divided since 1820,
Southwest.
the district of Maine was set off from
That last division
FEBRUARY 24, 1910. Massachusetts.
THURSDAY,
took place during the Civil war."
Secretary-Treasure-
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ANOTHER STUMBLING BLOCK.
The rodoubtablo Marie Smith with
his hatred of the native people has
cast a most serious stumbling block
Into tho path of statehood. Tlio Uem
crats from the South are rallying
around him, for they are made to be
lieve that the native people bear tlio
sumo relation to the other pooplo In
Arizona that the negroes bear toward
A
IbA white neoule ln the South.
greater misrepresentation Is not con
ceivable, but It Is In consonance with
democratic Ideas evon here 111 New
Mexico, where the Democratic papers
.
of the lower Pecos valley nro Inslnu-ating all the time that tho Spanish
sneaking people of the ftio Grande
valley ought "to he deprived of the
franchise, of right to office, and tnnt
their children should be segregated In
separate schools. It Is strunge Indeed
that 15,000 native citizens In San Miguel, Rio Arriba, Taos and other counties still cast their ballots for Democratic candidates. Mark Smith's objection to the Ileveridge bill Is that
it provides for a vote by all of the
people on delegates for the constitution
and on the constitution In Ari
zona, In disregard of the Arizona law
which disfranchises tho nntlve people. He realizes too well that if the
native people vote in Arizona that It
will come In as a Republican state,
and that only by disfranchising the
natives can the Democratic parly hope
tp carry Arizona. It is an anomalous
situation but it serves to show up the
Democratic statesmen in their true
color and should be a warning to the
If statehood
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FINANCIAL STANDING

More Than a Million Dollars in
Various County Treasuries
on February First.

the suit for damages of Hulda M.
Peterson against the Atchison, Tope-k- a
and Santa Fo Hallway Company,
brought In Socorro couftty, for the
death of her husband on the rail, By
agreement the Bult wos tried before-JudgJohn R. MeFIe. The defendant,
demurred and the demurrer has been
sustained and the suit dismissed on
motion of the plaintiff. The suit was
ot special Interest because tho demurrer hinged on the territorial law
since disapproved by Congress and
under which nolice was required by
plaintiff as a preliminary for bringing;
suit and establishing Jurisdiction,
Policemen-GovernoAppointed 8peclal Mounted
Curry hiBt evening appointed George T. Williamson of
LordBburg. Grant county, and James
U. Gllllland of Tularoso, Otero county, special mounted policeman.
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lng
nni
to have to observe treaty rights or the have Its strong political organizations heads of his departments. On Mon- them. After several remedies 1 tried
her
ave been called
"The bill under which Oklahoma acres and his Immense forest reserves
Solomon may bellicose Austrian government may that will wield a powerful Influence day evening, a dinner will he given by had failed to help me, I procured
little
"uch
a
paradise
ultra
as
the
valuable
as
are
came into the Union, which was passreally
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling,
referred in bis Song of Songs, send a squadron up the navigable for good and will help to bring out Adjutant General R. A. Ford.
ed in 1906, provided for the admission conservationists are trying to make nave
& Co.'a drug store and they lived
of a garden enclos-an- d Rio Grande. The deaths of
Tax Judgment! Signed.
every Republican vote on ' election
of Arizona and New Mexico as one tho nation believe through magazine "here he speaks
John R. McFle yesterday up to all the claims made for them, I
who leave no heirs or day. It will be an easy matter under
Judge
Uncle
then
If
territwo
of
the
the
newspaper
articles,
state,
people
testament must bo promptly reported present favorable circumstances to signed Judgments in the delinquent have never hesitated to say a good
tories should vote to accept that plan. Sam need not worry about the tariff
roll up a thousand
Republican ma- tax Bult of Torrance county for the word for Doan's Kidney Pills when th
When It was submitted1 to them they or future sources of revenue, for No Invitations have been Issued for to the consular agents of Emperor
tnxes of 1908 and of Banta Fe county opportunity has occurred."
one Francis Joseph so that the paternal jority ln this county.
he the Inaugural exercises.
can
Immense
It
Every
these
decisive
a
holdings
easily
majority.
by
rejected
for the taxes of 1907 and District AtFor nle by all dealers. Price 6&
look
Their preference for separate state- made to yield the billion dollars or who can possibly do so Is expected to government across the ocean may to
Co., Buffalo,
Even Ihe brass bands of Santa Fe torney Abbott will set the court ma- cents, Fostor-Mllburup relatives who might have rights
hood is now likely to be realized. more that, are needed each year to attend
the estate. Ag a rule foreign govern- are getting together. Why can't the chinery ln motion to collect on these New York, sole agents for the United
When they are admitted to the Union run this government.
Judgments.
States,
With the Inauguration out of the ments look after their citizens In life business men? What a waste of enthe District of Columbia will be the
Remember the name Doan's and
Peterson Case Dismissed.
The De Vargas Hotel is the great- - way there will be a revival ln the and death much more closely than ergy to maintain two commercial
only part of 'continental United
John R, McFle lias dismissed take no other.
Judge
does
Uncle
Sam,
election
hour!
est need of the
coming municipal
States' not Included in any state.
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Every One Is to Attend Inau- Its Unveiling on March First
Will Be Made Significant
gural Exercises and
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Four Days' Sojourn Here
Makes Easterner a Lover
of This Climate

eiG INCORPORATION BUSINESS
.

Decorations and Illumination Mora Valley Development Com.Will Be Most Elaborate Ever
pany and Two Other Concerns
File Papers.
Seen irr Santa Fe.
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McKinley Writes
Hardships in Pittsburg

Robert

of

This Winter.

Governor Curry today appointed
The Inaugural committee mot yesThat he Is sorry even for a dug that
nubile.
F. E.
terday aftornon In tho office of Mayor the following notaries
has to go back to the climate of the
Samuel' Prlch-anl- ,
Jose D. fiena lu the capltol. Chair- Baker, Albuquerque;
east after having enjoyed the pure dry
Albuquerque; Stephen T. Frazlor,
man Nathan Jaffa presided. The re;:lr of Santa Fe Is the declaration of
Los Tanos, Guaduluipe county.
from
received
ports
Robert E. Mi Klnley, a wealthy conIncorporations.
were very satisfactory and indicated
who spent four days In Santa
tractor
to
Incorporation papers were filed
thar the work of preparation Is
Fe about a month' ano and who went
Oil
ol
Creek
Company
completed and that the Inau- day by the
hack east on business. He has just
The capitalizwritten a three page letter to Dr. S.
gural exercises will be tho moat Im- Carlsbad, Eddy county.
Is
Into
$5110,000,
ation
0,000
divided
G. Small who is registered at the Palpressive and successful In the hisThe company begins busi
ace Intel. The letter which is from
tory of the territory. It was reiwited shares.
with
ness
The
$250,00(1.
incorporators
that there was a great demand for
Pittsburg is dated February IS and
A. Nymuyer,
Is on pink paper, the kind that, will
iwnia and tho reception committee and directors are: Ilert
1100
1250
William
.
Crump,
shares;
sub-was authorized1 to designate, a
not show the soot of Pittsburg. It is as
150
II.
Charles
ISiice,
MAIN
shares,
shares;
BUILDING.
follows:
committee to look for rooms available
"Dear Doctor and the Rest:
Otero an- - the hist named being designated as
for guests.
,
"If there is any place in Coil's
as follows: the New .Mi xU'o agent.
. nouneed the
The Mora Valley Development Comhe KCliooI. Within a few hours' ridejbut also other parts of the southwest green earth I wish I wre it Is Santa
V. L. Bean, Carlos Abrcu, Frank E.
filed Incorporation papers today
by rail are many Important mining have felt, Its influence through its Fe. I arrived here this orteruoori
FINE SCHOOL OF
Nudlng and H. S. Lutz. He rIho an- pany
in the office of Territorial Secretary
I
The longer excursions .bring graduate .
seven hours lale from St. Louis.
nounced his reception committee as
Is
Nathan Jaffa. Tho capitalization
the student to some of the most fa
The board of regents, of which the made the rounds and saw a good
follows:
250
shares.
The
divided
Into
to
$25,000
United
In
southwestern
mous mines
governor and superintendent of public many places, but there is nothing
Messrs. John R. McFle, Hiram D.
headquarters are at Eat Las Vegas, An Institution Which Is a Paying Investment for the Com Stat. Some of the longest worked Instruction are
members, compare with Santa Fe In point of
Cartwright, Thomas B. Catron, George San Miguel county. Arthur H. Harris
In
are
in
America
this region. consists of Anlceto C. Abelta. presi- - interest. The most violent and dislodes
L. Brandford Prince, Is
Has
Citizen
Reasons
W. Prlchard,
of
Which
monwealth
and
Every
named the New Mexico agent. The
For more than 30 years they have den; C. T. Brown, secretary and treas agreeable snow storm I encountered
Marceilno Garcia, J. G. Schumann, Dr.
Incorporators and directors are: Ar-to Be Proud.
yielded' their wealth to the European urer; A. H. Hilton. James G. Fitch in St. Louis and It is raging all along
John H. Sloan, Carlos F. Abreu, S.
Schoou-maker
H. Harris, Rodney B.
Here it is
anil centuries before his advent gave and W. A. Fleming Jones, who give the line to Pittsburg.
Spitz, A. Staab, Jacolio Chavez, Davis
S3
and Carrie Schrock, each
almost as bad. I am sorry even foi
ui even greater treasures to the na- much time and thought to the instituS. Lowitzkl, Manuel R. Otero, Thomas shares.
into
with
New
the
operations
practical insight
The annual renister of
ling who has to come back to this
tion with results that are very grati
tive races.
R. Stewart, Charles E. Llnney, Mateo
Incorporation papers were also filed Mexico School of Mines at Socorro for which a mining engineer must familwhen there Is so much of God's good
to
entrance
of
The
The
modern
fying.
requirements
mining
history
Lujan, H, S. Lutz, H. A. (' mnier, by the Utumbaeh Abstract, Realty and
of the New iarize himself.
schools shows that each becomes the school are being raised yearly and ilr where you are.
Frank E. Nudlng, W. N. Tov, :send, Insurance Company of Estancla, Tor 1910 Is from the preHs
The New Mexico School of Mines most celebrated
Weinhts on Him.
is
It
Prlntlne
Msitonn
Comnany.
along the line for the standing of the graduate Is as
Page B." Otero, Benjamin M. Haul, rance county. The capitalization is
has
Mr. McKinley says that he
enjoys the natural advantage of being which Its locality Is best known on high a those from any other techon
paper,
heavy
printed
beautifully
S.
William G. Sargent, Fred Fori; iff,
$10,000 divided into 100 shares, but
in the midst of a region pecu- account of its natural
In the land. The college coughed a good deal since he landed
school
view of the main build- located
nical
surroundings.
Insert
an
with
P.
B. Orimshaw, J. E. Clark, Jo;:n
the company begins business with
all
Few institutions ot learning are more has the advanage of confining itself In the enow storm nod he feels as
The catalogue liarly rich in minerals of nearly
of the college.
on his chest.
Wagner, Vernon L. Sullivan, R. H. $2,000. The incorporators and direct- ing
of the great kinds, and Is within easy reach of the dependent for success upon what may and concentrating all Its efforts upon though he had weights
idea
excellent
an
gives
18
ors
V.
are
Minnie
L.
Bean,
Brumbach,
all
He continues: "For heaven's sake do
shares;
Hanna, Anlceto Abeyta,
be called the accident of geographical the four courses:
school Is doing under most varied geological conditions,
Mining EngineerW. D. Shea, Evaristo Lucero, T. Z. William A. Brumbach 1 share, CharleB work that the
of which are within a radius of thirty location.
It may be truthfully said ing, Metallurgical Engineering, Min- not come back here now, NOR EVER,
the efficient leadership of Prof. EmWinters, Leo Hersch, C. J. Cran-dal- l, F. Easley 1 share.
Almost the that no
of
miles
for that matter. I want to know that
or
Socorro.
forty
M
A.
A.
presiB..
mining' school Is more for- ing Geology and Civil Engineering,
met Addis Drake,
Big Incorporation Business.
W. O. Conner, Jr., E. P. Davies,
will live in Santa Fe. And as to
column from the
you
entire
geological
enras
so
includes
situated
fa
natural
therefore
avoids
which
that
and
scattering
'
The Incorporation business ol the of- dent of the faculty,
1 say 'Me too.'
metal-bearinand I. H. Rapp.
formations of tunately
of and lowering of standards that hami-e- r that
C. precious
Is
L.
vironment
than
that
concerned
as
V.
Smith,
R.
men
Sees Bull Fight.
Mesdames Nathan Jaffa, J. R. Mc-Fi- fice of Territorial Secretary Nathan such strong
the Archean to the coal beds of the New Mexico.
to
P.
F.
seek
which
Paul,
Institutions
other
G.
I.
Kemmerer,
Mr. McKinley says that while In El
L. Bradford Prince, William B. Jaffa will this quarter break previous Walker,
The indusC. Tertiary Is here exposed.
to
I.
classics
R.
the
cover
from
Kirchman
and
B.
Purpose,
K.
everything
more
Coghlan,
than $o,0U0 will be
Paso he went to see a bull fight and
Prince, Carlos Abreu, John H. Sloan, records and
in trial processes connected with mining
The Idea to which the New Mexico the technical and professional branchC. Smith, experts and authorities
S. Spitz, Jacobo Chavez, George W. turned over to the Territory as fees
and metallurgy may be seen admir School of Mines tenaciously holds Is. es. The collese is especially well adds "Fresh meat has not tasted good
Anne
teach.
this
for
that
work.
the
they
subjects
to me since. It Is a fearful spectacle."
quarter's
Clark, Jose
Prlchard, James E.
ably Illustrated at Magdalena, Kelly, the practical directing of young men equipped with laboratories, apparatus,
District Court,
W. Fitch Is the reslstrar. The Bohool
who
easterner
Dem-lnConcluding the
D. Sena, Vernon L. Sullivan, R. H.
San
Rosedale,
Pedro,
Hlllshoro,
to take active part In the development machinery, owns a mine of its own
Suit was filed this forenoon in the was founded 21 years ago and while
for the west says
yearns
Plnos
Silver
Altos,
Hanna, H. S. Lutz, Frank E. Nudlng, district court for Santa Fe
Fierro,
City,
of the mineral wealth of the world.
and has a well selected museum and
county by handicapped for years for lack of
"I received such a boost physically
W. N. Townsend, A. M. Bergere, V. O.
Los Cerrlllos, Gallup, Carthago and
The school is a territorial Institu library. The tuition fees and ex- In Santa Fe that I feel kindly disthe Western Electric Company vs.
financial support yet achloved
the
reach
of
within
elsewhere
Conner, Jr., Thomas P. Gable, Clinton the Stanley Telephone Company and proper
easy
intion. It was established primarily to penses are nominal and Socorro offers posed to every one and everything out
Important results for the minins:
the most
school.
J. Crandall, E. P. Davies, Page B.
These illustrate
promote the development of the min- good homes and living at very low here Including every mud shack in
twenty Individual defendants for $147,-2- dustry of the territory as well as for
modern methods ot mining, milling, eral resources of New Mexico and to cost, so that even the poorest student the
Otero, J. A. Rolls, Paul A. F. Walter,
on an open account.
I wish to be remembered
place.
the education of mining engineers.
W. G. Sargent, S. B. Grimshaw, V. L.
smelting,, provide facilities for the young men finds It possible to work his way to all and to even the boys at the
Bent Portrait Completed.
The school Is Ideally located for its oredressing, concentrating,
other of the
and
Bean, W. D. Shea, T. Z. Winters and
Artist Carl Lotav of the School of work, climatically, geographically and llxlvlatlon, cyanldins,
School
of
to
secure
The
a
who
the
Institution.
hotel
territory
practical through
carry the K. C. roast beef!"
I. H. Rapp.
American Archaeology has completed
education In all departments of min- Mines Is one of the most valuable inIt is said that Mr. McKlnley's
With famous mtn-Int- - metallurgical processes.
physlographlcally.
D.
announced
Sena,
Chairman Jose
A number of mines of various kinds, ing.
the portrait of Governor Bent which
Naturally, however, the institu- stitutions maintained hy the territory friends here expect to see him come
districts in the Immediate vicinity
that he had added to the decoration will be unveiled on Inauguration day and mills and concentrators wnnin smelters, irrigating systems, and oth- tion's field of usefulness has steadily and deserves the most liberal support out here to locate ere long.
G.
S.
of
Mrs.
names
committee the
in the Council chamber at the Capltol.
works are accessible to grown broader. Not only New Mexico from the commonwealth.
reach, the college gives that er engineering
Cfrtwright, Mrs. R. L. Baca, Mrs. The portrait Is In oil and in it Mr. easy
FRANK R. PLUNKETT
T.
William
A.
and
Charles
Lotav has succeeded In painting a
Haynes
WEPS AT LAS VEGAS.
Haynes.
picture that will bear comparison or
During the year was Injured. We notified the order by j business June, 1S90, Cash capital $2,to place a new legal reserve for new business.
longer
of
In
Portrait,
with the finest portraits hanging
Unveiling
no 000,000; surplus $2,513,044.33
Outwits
Western Union Manager
life company on a dividend paying ?f'09 great improvement was made in mail on November 15 and received
Upon request of the Daughters of the great art museums. The unveiling
17 a regisJACOBO CHAVEZ,
Friends and Escapes on Train
basis, yet when the company does be- the company's home office systems reply. Then on December
The American Revolution It was decid- of the portrait will be under the a
Number 9.
tered letter was sent and received hy
Superintendent of Insurance.
dividend-paye- r
there is no In- tnd In bettering its investments.
of the Daughters of the Ameri come a
ed to have the unveiling of the portrait
Frank R. Plunkett, manager of the
During January the company in the order, evidenced by the return
vestment more secure and that a propof Governor Bent, painted by the art- can Revolution and will take place on
CLEANING
trW- to $140,000.
local Western Union telegraph office
fire insurance company creased Its capital
registry card. This met with the MONTROSE
ist Lotav, at three o'clock In the after- the afternoon of March 1, at three erly managed
OUT BOOTLEGGERS.
since November, 1909, and for two
same fate as the first one and remains
to pay div- Also creating thereby' a turplus.
can
be
expected
reasonably
Bradford
L.
noon In the council chamber of the o'clock.
years manager of the Western Union's
Under the law govern
Warning: This department desires unanswered.
In about five years."
L. Bradford Prince will deliver a historical ad' idends
capltol.
ot this territory ing organizations of this character, Nine Men Arrested and Will Face office at Las Vegas, returned here
to
warn
citizens
the
Needed.
New
Companies
Prince will make the historical ad- dress and Governors Curry and Mills
from a trip to Las Vegas last night
Trial on Charge of Illegal Sale
New Mexico needs her share of new against a man going by the name of the department Is powerless to afford
on train No. 9. Mr. Plunkett went
dress of the occasion. Both Governor will make appropriate remarks. The
of Liquor.
If properly managed Joseph Cline who has been soliciting Mr. Olsen any assistance In the en
and
companies
ritual
the
but
of
impressive
to Las Vegas as a single man and
Curry and Governor Mills will also simple
communlive stock insurance in the name of forcement of his claim. A statement
Montrose, Colo.,. Feb. 23. The po- came hack a benedict. His bride was
Daughters of the American Revolu will be of great benefit to the
make appropriate remarks.
the London Lloyds. No contract or of his case, however, we trust, will lice officers of Montrose inaugurated
the
and
territory.
will
read
the
audience
tion
be
and
ity
of Las
It was emphasized at the meeting
been received by serve as a warning to the public and the most determined raid against al- Miss Helen Maurice Woods
be asked to join In the singing of
We quote in part an article which policy has even
Vegas.
that no Invitations for the inaugural will
like
to
avoid
up
Induced
were
woh
those
experiences."
give
America and the Star Spangled Ban Huw,nnv ditnaarwi In nn Insurance
leged "bootleggers" which has occurmarried at
exercises or the inaugural reception
We may add that all fraternal bene- red since the town went dry last theThe couple were quietly
to
party. Warrant
ner.
Journal: "While the laws make it the! their money Is thh
Episcopal rectory in Las Vegas,
or ball had been or would be sent out.
must
of
or
associations
societies
In
now
the
hands
for
his
ficiary
arrest
April.
duty of an Insurance department to
by tile Rev. J. A. Moore.
Appointed a Trustee.
An Invitation is extended to every one
the sheriff of Colfax county,
comply with the foreign corporation
In order to get away from
the
Since early morning nine men have
to attend. No admission fee will be Governor Curry today appointed protect the public In its supervisionis Live Stock Insurance: There are no laws of the territory through the ofof Cimarron, Colfax over licensed companies, the public
been arrested. These will face trial pranks ot merry makers Mr. Plunkett
charged at any of the exercises or Juan R. Charette
the
fice
of
of
the
secretary
territory
the
at
authorized
present
on a charge of Illegal sell- kept the wedding pretty much of a
' events except to the ball at the Palace county, a member of the board of trus- at the mercy of grafters and lrrespon-- companies
and also file with this department a Wednesday
men who are selling stock of time to transact this class of business
of whisky. Among the defend- secret and there were' no attendants
hotel, for which tickets are J 10 a tees of the Territorial Reform school sible
of attornew designating the su ing
power
of
are
need
We
in
n
concerns
organthis
territory.
being
Fran- manv dubious
ants are Harry Caddes and James at the ceremony besides the necespiece, admitting a gentleman and his at Springer, Colfax county, vice
of Insurance their lawful
lzed.
The public Is not informed as Buch a company and it is hoped that a perintendent
Arriba
Rio
of
cisco
Serna
Mylchrest, prominent restaurant pro sary witnesses. The coast looked
county,
several
will
be
There
surprises
lady.
desirability of investing in good reputable company will soon ap attorney.
who, it is said, have been clear and driving at great speed to
prietors
in decorations and illuminations and whose office was declared vacated be- to the
Order of Owls: The commissioner using their restaurant business as a the station Mr. and Mrs. Plunkett
the the-- e stocks. If the public was In- ply for admission.
attend
to
was
unable
cause
he
of
exercises
the
the
day
altogether,
This of insurance of the state of Minnesota blind to liquor selling. Caddes has congratulated themselves at escaping
formed as to the cost of promotion,
Fire Waste and Prevention:
will be brilliant. Large crowds are ex- meetings of the trustees.
the comniisHionsi paid stock salesmen subject is now being seriously consid- gives out the following statement:
been convicted before for the same showers of rice, old shoes and labels
pected from Las Vegas, Albuquerque Bulletin No. 6 of New Mexico InsurThe supreme secretary of the Order offense and now has a case pending on their trunks. It appears, however,
and the amount retained by the pro- ered not only by the insurance fraance Department,
and other cities and business men
of several Institu- ternity
but by the various states of Owls writes this department as against him in the county court on ap that the newly married couple were
Bankers Reserve Life Company, moters, on the iart
and property owners are requested to
a themselves and this
recognized at the station and a few
to
now
separate
tlons
attempting
department takeB follows:
peal from the police court.
decorate.
Omaha, Neb.: The certificate of aupeople gave them the glad hand and
be tlla
would
for
there
conduct
"I
my
to
this
man
money,
from
his
Bubject
myself
personally
bring
opportunity
of
Both
these men and all of the extended best wishes. Soon the
A change In the route of parade was thority of this company to transact
of own benefit a death benefit fund with
Btock sold."
citizens
the
more
before
little
forcibly
precious
not
other defendants pleaded
guilty bridal couple were on their way to
announced necessitated hy the fact business In this territory has been
German Commercial Accident Com-itn- e
territory. Its population Is grow-pnn- members of the Owls."
today and were placed under bonds Santa Fe and the Las Vegans who
that Governor and Mrs. Mills intend revoked.
active ng vpry rapidly and new towns are
should be Interesting Informa of $300 each for their appearance at
This
Reported
Philadelphia:
morn and heard how
awoke
Unauthorized Insurance: A large In this
to take possession of the executive
territory through, the German springing up everywhere. The past tion for the members of thia order, the time set for their trial. The po they hadyesterday
been fooled are said to have
mansion, which Governor Curry will amount of fire insurance is carried in Registry Company of St. Louis, Mo. year nag 8eeI1
who have been paying assessments lice declare they will make a thorough
fires,
especially
pinny
no
made
attempt to conceal their
vacate on February 27, instead of re- companies which are not authorized to
n
Any attempt to transact business for B0 n the new towns in the eastern with the understanding that they were cleanup of all violators of the
disappointment.
turning to the Palace hotel where transact business in this territory.
order.
Bhoukl
insurance
from
this
Immediately part of the territory and they have receiving
these comiianies
law.
Mr. and Mrs. Plunkett will reside
We would again call the attention he
they will have headquarters previous
done much towards raising the loss The Order of Owls Is not licensed to
reported to this department.
In Santa Fe where they have many
It is expected of the citizens of this territory that
to the Inauguration.
Phenix Insurance Co., Brooklyn, N. ratio to one of Its highest points in do an Insurance business in this state.
friends.
that Chief Justice and Mrs. Mills will they cannot
procure
protection Y.: Steps have been taken to merge its history. The subject may indeed The organization Is not doing an In- UNGALLANT JAPANESE
As Told In Las Vegas.
HUSBAND SUES FOR ALIMONY.
come to Santa Fe on Saturday of this through our courts or this department this company with the Fidelity Fire ue
a "burning" one and which surance business, but some individSpeaking of the wedding the Las
In event of
of loss. Furthweek.
Insurance Company of New Yorn and ' should receive the active attention of uals are using the organization for
Vegas Optic says:
ermore the laws specifically prohibit will be known as the "Fldellty-PhenlDenver, Colo., Feb. 23. The wreck
our city authorities to see that their personal benefit. The value ot this
The residence of Rev. J. S. Moore,
any one from adjusting any loss for Fire Insurance Comiany of New building ordinances are stlrckly
Insurance Is shown by the of a romance which resulted In the was the Bcene of a quiet wedding SatHOGS REACH TOP NOTCH
not
authorized.
duly
York" and will have a capllal of
forced. Local agents of the fire in fact that a recent claimant in St. marriage of three white girls to three urday evening when Miss Helen
PRICE AT KANSAS CITY. any company
Theso companies comply with no
and a surplus of over $2,000,- - surance companies should lend their Paul received on a certificate promMaurice Woods, only daughter of Mrs.
or
no
taxes
Japs at Laramie, W'yo., last March
the
law
of
pay
territory,
000.
Kansas City, Feb. 22 Hogs sold
assistance to the city authorities to ising "not more than $1,000," a total was revealed last night In the arrest M. J. Woods, of this city, was led to
to
welfare
the
fees
and
add
nothing
of
less than $20.00.
here today at $9.35 a hundTed weight,
the hymeneal altar hy Francis W.
Kansas City Life Insurance Com- Bee that all rubbish, outhouses, etc., benefit
of Suzlkle
president of the
The Order of Owls has not complied Yoshl DoshlYamada,
Rev.
J. S.
the highest price ever reached in the of its citizens. All companies comply- pany, Kansas City, Mo.: An exami- which are a menace to property are
club, 1226 Nineteenth Plunkett of Santa Fe.
the
full
receive
law
will
with
the
ing
New
of
Mexico.
Decernwith
of
of
the
Memorial
laws
local market.
any
nation of this company, as
removed and It Is their duty to their
street; his white wife, Mrs. Carrie Moore, rector theof St. Paul's made
protection, from this department, and ber 31, 1909, iby the state department respective companies which they may
Admitted.
t'.e
tied
knot
that
Companies
Yamada, and his cousin Joe Uyehara, church,
'
to which they are entitled, hy the of Missouri, Kansas and Washington renresent
International Life Insurance Com- all
cannot hope to
Al happy young couple man and wife.
IDAHO TOWN HAS A
People
with
dusturbance.
charged
enforcement of the law.
shows the following: Admitted assets, imve their rates lowered so long as pany, St. Louis, Mo. Commenced though It Is not yet a year since the The ring ceremony of the Episcopal
COSTLY CONFLAGRATION. strict
'
church was used.
sur- - these obstacles abound. Remove the business August 19, 1909. Cash capThere are no mutual fire insurance $1,553,295.32; capital, $100,000;
triple wedding was celebrated each of
who Is known to almost
"The
- ital $020,305.00;
associations plus, $74,010.2.1.
bride,
$305,883.29.
themwill
surplus
partnerships,
companies,
rates
the
her
hus
hazard and
adjust
girls has separated from
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 22. Fire of
Southern Life Insurance Company, band, according to a statement made every man, woman and child In Las
The policy ot the company Is fair selves accordingly .
lloyds authorized In New Mexico.
starting tram a defective chimney in
Commenced
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NE
4 and 5, N
of NE
SW
SW
Sec. 13, S.
of
Kidney Remedy every year. It Is con4,
Sec. 20, Lots 1, 2, 3, and
NW
15,
4
14,
SE
of
Sec.
and SW
sidered the most effective remedy for
N 2 of NW
N 2 of NB
22 and 23; Sec. all
kidney and bladder trouble that
of 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
Sec. 21, Lots 3, 4 and 6. NW
SE
of
4
W.
2
and
NE
W.
of
medical science can devise. Foley's
24,
23,
Sec.
2
SB
E
4
of
and
NW
Sec. 25, Wl-NW
and SW
Kidney Remedy corercts irregulari
Sec.
NE 4 and NE 4 of NW
SW 4 and SE ties, builds up the system and restores
NW
of NB
NE 4 of SW
NW
24, NE
Sold by Stripling-Bu- r
Sees. 20, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, lost vitality.
Sec. 27, NW 4 and SW
and SE
rows & Co.
34 and 35.
Sec. 28, Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, E
W.
T. 11 N R. 9 E Sec. 19, SW
of SE
and E
of NE
MISS ELKINS SUCCUMBS
of 2 of SB 4 and SE 4 of SB
Sec. 33, Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4, E
TO BULLET WOUND.
of NE 4 and W.
Sec. 34, Sec. 29, W.
and E 2 of SE
NE
Sees.
NW 4 and SW
of SE
of SE
and NW
NW
NE
NB
of
Kansas City. Feb. 19. Miss Agnes
30, 31 and 32; Sec. 33, SW
SW
'
SE 4 and SW Leslie Elklns, niece of United States
of NW
S.
T. 7 N., R. 7 E., all of township not
Sec. 34, SW 14 of SW
Senator Stephen B. Elklns, of West
Included' in the Chillll Grant.
You will make the proper notation Virginia, died at a hotel here last
T. 8 N., R 7 E., See. 1, lots 1, 2, 3,
and on the tract books of your office, and mirfit nn n rnmilt of a. bullet wound
of NB
4, 5, G, 7 and 8, S
last Wednesday in at
of SE
on the margin of the plats.
and NE
8
of NW
You are directed to call all entry-- n tempting suicide.
Sec. 2. Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8,
01
TlnaiHindencv over the refusal
en under the enlarged homestead
Sec. 3, Lot 1.
of NE
8E
tracts relatives to consent to her becoming
T. 8 N.i R 7 E., Sec. 24, Lots 1, 2 act for any of above described
woand 3; Sec. 25, Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, E to show cause why their entries an actress Is given by the young
man's friends as the cause for her sui
Sec. should not be canceled.
and SW
SB
of NE
f
of
You will also notify them that any cide. She had studied music and is
26, Lota 1, 2, 3,. 4 and 6, and S
obSec. 34, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6; entryman qualified to make entry said to have had a good voice. She
SE
Sec. 35, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, under the general homestead law may tained a part in a play, but Senator
of retain such an area as he may be en- Elklns Is said to have Influenced her
N
of NW
SE
NE
Sec. 36. titled to under such law, and may elect to relinquish it.
of SW
SE
and N
N vhlch contiguous tracts he will reNW
Miss Elklns carefully planned her
Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, NE
of SW
and N
suicide. She gave a farewell party
of SB
tain.
T. 9 N., R. 7 E., Sees. 1, 2, 11, 12,
In case of additional entries under to her friends a few hours before she
13, 14, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35 and 36. Sec. 3 of the Act of February 19, 1909, shot herself. She jested with them
T. 10 N., R. 7 E., Sees. 1, 2, 3, 4, the entryman can retain no greater shout a nlan she had to kill herself.
5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and part of said additional entry. than he After dismissing her guests she wrote
17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and would be entitled to enter under the a letter to the newspapers explaining
29, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36.
that she was tired of life.
general law.
She
Miss Elklns was an orphan.
T. 4 N., R. 8 E., Sees. 5, 6, 7, 8, 17,
You will make due report transmit4
and
18 19, 20, 21, 22. and 23; BE
to this office a list of entries was 26 years old. Her parents lived
ting
In Sec. 24; Sees. 25, 26, 27, made.
SW
here several years. The girl was not
36.
28, 29, 30, 31, 82, 33, 34, 35 and
prominent socially, but Ib said to have
Very respectfully,
18
and
T. 6 N., R. 8 E., Sees. 6, 6, 7,
S. V. PROUDFIT,
been left a comfortable sum by her
19.
Assistant Commissioner.
father. Senator Elklns was executor
T. 8 N., R. 8 E., all of Sees. 6, 7,
of her father's estate.
By D. K. PARROTT,
Chillll
In
the
18 and 19, not Included
Board of Law Review.
.
n- -.
Hen. !i S 2 Of NE
Bar,
CHIEF OF POLICE WAS
'
and
j
DRUNK AND IMMORAL.
4
NW
SE
of
and S
An attack of the grip Is often followand
NW
Sec. 16, NE
SW
which to
a
cough,
ed
persistent
by
NW
Sec. 17, NE
N
Pueblo, Feb. 19. Called as a witof SW
many proves a Breat annoyance. ness
in the investigation started
by
N 2 of SE 4 and N 2 of SW
nm
uemeay
Chamberlain's
Cougn
;,,
Sec. 20, S. 2 of NE 4 and 8 been extensively use and with good the , po ice comm tee Into Chief Bumand SW
SE
of NW
"
cure or wis ,
and success for the relief and
in the tenderloin, Mayor Fugard
Sec. 28, NW
Sec. 21, SW
Mnnv eases have been cured gles
Sec.
Sec. 29, all;
created a sensation when he declared
of SW
NW
after all other remedies had failed. he knew Sullivan was drunk; that he
30, all; Sec. 31, NE 4 and NW
Sold by all druggists.
and NW
of NE
obtained personal knowledge of the
Sec. 32, NW
and
f.,nt uhan iCUIvan nnma llitn hln nf- T. 9 N., R. 8 E., Sec. 4, NW
Sec. 5, all; Sec. 6, BIG RACING EVENTS
flce on Saturday, February 6. So au- W 2 of'sW
,
IN
SOUTHWEST.
THE
4
of SE
a t)e chief's inttixlcattuji, he
all: Sec. 7, SW 4 and SW
-"""
Sec. 9,
of NE
See. 8, N
said, that he ordered a detective to
Will!
of
Sec. 17, SW
take him home and put him to bed.
More Than Half Million Dollars
NW 4 of NW
Be Distributed This Fall on
SW
Overwhelming evidence against Sulll-GreIvan and Detectives Dolliquadrl, Mil- of
Trotting Circuit.
T. 9 N., R. 8 E., Sec. 18, NW
him
and
SE
of NW
N
NE
Chicago, Feb. 21. Purses aggregat-- 1 ler and Shurti, who accompanied
was brought
Sec. 19, all; Sue. 20. W
SW
Ing $522,000 will be distributed on the on his tenderloin junket,
SW
and SE
NW
Great WeBtern Trotting Circuit the out at the opening session. Apart
of NE
Sec. 29, coming season. The list of meetings from the admissions of Mayor Fugard
Sec. 28, NW 4 and SW
SW includes the following; October 15, several other witnesses, among them
all; Sec. 30, all; Sec. 31, NW
of SE
4
DallaB, Texas, $.15,000; November 1, a number of red light women testified
and W
of
EI Paso, $15,000; November 9, Phoe- - to the scandalous behavior of the
S
Sec.
19,
R.
4
T
E.,
N.,
chief and his companions.
and nix, Arizona, $25,000.
of SW
Sec, 29, W
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Disorders. Do not risk
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder
Commence
today and be well.
Disease and Diabetes.

wRrht'a
""

STRIPLING-BURROW-

A CO,

COMMISSIONERS
VACANCIES
Harvey M. Shields of Dawson
Will Probably be Given
Appointment
DEATH.

ATJOTENIIARY

Fine Progres

I

Beinjr Made on

Santa
Highway.

'.s

Governor Curry today received the
counresignation of Daniel Crow as
disty commissioner for the second
trict for Coirax county, who has reMo.
Rev.
moved to Independence,
who is
Harvey M. Shields of Dawson,
be
highly recommended, will probably
Goverappointed, to fill the vacancy.
nor Curry has not yet received any
recommendation from the Mora counfor
ty Republican central committee
ho county commissioner vacancy In
that county and it "may be left to Governor Mills td fill.
Adjutant Generalship
Word comes from Las Vegas that
Governor Mills will probably appoint
Captain Brooks adjutant general of
the territory to succeed General R. A.
Ford.
Death at Penitentiary.
John T. Brennan, a convict at the
territorial penitentiary, who was servColing a three years' sentence from
fax county, for larceny, died of spinal
paralysis. Rev. Father A. Bessett
extreme unction before
death. The deceased was about 38
years of age and Ids wife had Just
sued him for divorce In Colorado.
Good Progress on Santa

reside, In which case such consideration should be given to them as you
think they require."
Census Enumerator Districts.
The following Is a supplemental list
of census enumoratlon districts as
decided upon for New Mexico: ,
McKlnley County.
No. 120. Precincts 3. and 4 exand
cluding Gallup; 5 Catalpa
.
Wlngate.
No. 121.
No. 122.
8 Guam.
No. 12:1.
10 Zunl.
No. 124.

Gallup.

Precincts 7 Thoreau and
9 Raman and

Precincts

Zunl Indian Reservation.
Mora County.
1
Precincts
Mora, 2
No. 123.
Cleveland and 18 Cordilleras.
Precincts 3 Guadaluplta,
No. 126.
10 Lucero and 19 Turqulllo.
No. L!7. . Precincts 4 Cherry Valley, 11 Tliitonville and 20 Wntrous.
No. 12S. Precincts 5 La Cueva, 7
Los Golondrinas and 14 Coyote.'
No. 129.
Precincts 6 Sun Jose, 1C
Abuelo and 17 Carmen.
No. l:!0. Precincts 8 Ocate and 23
Naranjo.
No. 131. Precincts ,9 Agua Negra
and 13 El Rlto.
No. 132. Precincts 12 Wagon Mound
and 13 Armenta.
No. 13:1. precinct 21 Gascon.
No. 134. Precincts 22 Roy and 24
Solano.

Otero County.
Precinct 1 Alamogordo.
Precincts 2 La Luz, 3
and 4 Three Rivers.
No. 137. Precinct 5 Mescalero.
Precincts C HIghrolls, 7
No. 138.
Weed, 8 Mnyhlll and 10 Cloudcroft.
No. 135.
No. 136.

No. 139.
13

Camp.
No. 140.

Orange and
No. 141.

PTeclncts

9 Orogrande-an-

Precincts
14

11

Avis,

d

12

Oasis.

Precinct

1

outside of Tu--

cumcari.

Tucumcarl.
Nos.
No. 144. Precincts 2 Revuelto, 12
San Jon and 13 Rudulph.
No. 143.
Precincts 3 Endee and
20 Allen.
4
No. 146. Precincts
Puerto, 5
Road.
Quay, 24 Barrancas and 25 Looney.
C.
No. 147. Precincts 6 Montoya, 14!
Assistant Territorial Engineer
from a trip Hnnley and 15 Ogle.
D. Miller has returned
with F.nirlneer Sullivan, who went, on
No. 148. . Precincts 7 Naravisa and
35 Perry.
to Silver City, over the Santa
No. 149.' Precincts 8 Logan and 9
territorial highway. Three
camps of workmen are now on the Johnson.
No. 150. Precincts 10 Maverick and
fine la ii camn of Indians un
rnnit.
der Foreman Dixon on La Bajada hill, 11 Rice.
ne
i
No. 131. Precincts 16 Dodson, 17
who n, dolna- snlendld worlt.
cannnri cnllln Consists Of Convicts Who Jobe, 18 Lloyd and 19 Norton.
hill.
La
on
No. 152. Precincts 22 Blair, 23
Bajada
are also working
The tblrcr conslstB of workmen wno Prairie View and 31 Grady.
No. 153. Precincts 26 Ima, 27 Orton
arA nin lttnar a flftv foot cut near AlMr. Miller says that the 28 Curry and 36 House.
godoneB.
sol-Mi-v
No. 154. Precincts 29 Jordan and
roadway thus far built is packing
onrt will make a fine speedway. 34 Roosevelt.
will
take No. 155. Precincts 30 Plains and
The work on La Bajada hill
three months to complete but will be 33 Murdock.
a magnificent piece of road building
cutting down a 35 per cent grade to You economize greatly when using
less tha eight per cent.
Dr. Snoop's new coffee
substitute
known to first class grocers
everyNotary Public Appointed.
Governor Curry today appointed where as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee.
Santa Fe A 25c 1
pound package gives 100
C. Kensell of
Stanley,
Harry
county, a notary public.
Incorporations.
toIncorporation papers were filed
day in the office of Territorial Secretary Nnthan Jaffa by the Pierce Mer
cantile Company of Farmington, San
Juan county.. Franklin M. Pierce is
the New Mexico agent. The incorpor
ators and directors ore: Franklin M.
Pierce, 70 shares; Harry Pierce, 50
shares, and James A. Pierce, 50
shares.
Tho Demlncr Ladles' Hospital Asso
ciation filed Incorporation papers, the
and tmstees oeing:
incorporators
Achsa Field,
Marguerite E. Men-IllKate E. Moir, Ella Mahoney and Emis
Brown
Duff.
II. Congdon
ma S.
named as the New Mexico agent.
Incorporation papers were also nieo
liv tho Roswell Nursery Company of
Roswell, Chaves county. The capital
ization is $25,000, divided into aou
shares. Wvatt. Johnson, an expert
nursery man of eighteen years' experlenep. Is named as the New nexico
a;'ont. The Incorporators and direc
tum nre: Wvntt Johnson. 0 snares;
W. C. Reld, 2 shores; E. U Bedell, 6
shares; W. A. Johnson, 2 shares; h,.
A Cahoon, 1 share; M. S. Murray, 1
share; H. Fitzgerald, 2 shares;
Charles de Bermond, 2 shares; .lames
C. Hamilton, 1 share, and J. K. McGnffey, 1 share.
Want to Do Business In New Mexico.
Tho Apila Llffi Insurance Company
of Colorado, recently organized, haf
asked Superintendent of insurance
Jacobo Chaves for admission to the
Territory.
The territorial insurance department today mulled Bulletin No. 6,
containing many matters of Interest
to the public.
It will be reprinted In
full tomorrow.
District Court.
Judge John it. McFle today approved the sale by Franklin L. Frazler, executor of the estate of Elizabeth C.
Ouver. nf two nieces of property on
Manhattan avenue to N. Salmon for
$1,165.
Special

Agent of the Census.
"Oeorge V. Newton, who Is connected with the census bureau, was here
tlit wonk. looklns up figures for the
census. This year Biecin.l agents are
sent out to collect the statistics regarding manufactures, and Mr. Newton has this .branch In cnarge for
New Mexico. He has been at Huchlta
and Siyvnnlle, looking up the mines
he looked up
there. In
the mines that had been shipping the
past year, and the Liberal office,
nowRiinikr offices comlne under the
head of manufacturers In the census
work. Mr. Newton is sworn not to
divulge any In formation lie may receive in an official way, and there is a
penalty of $1,000 flue and two years in
Ihe penitentiary If he gives away any
Information he may thus receive. As
a consequence ho is one of the closest
the Liberal
mouthed Individuals
ever attempted to interview." Western Liberal.
Too Late for Census Applications.
Applications for census emnnern
torshlps made directly to the Washington authorities are being sent to
the supervisor for New Mexico with
the instruction; "It Is not necessary
for you to take any notice of these
letters unless you should find that
there Is a shortnge of applicants in
the district in which these persons

cups of a wonderfully satisfying table
Pure toasted grains malt,
drlnK,
nuts, etc., give to Health Coffee- - a

wholesome, and satisfying taste and
flavor.
And there Is not a grain of
real coffee In
it.
Besides, Health
Coffee is "made In a minute." No 20
to 30 minutes tedious boiling. Sold
bv Frank Andrews.
AGED

COUPLE CREMATED
IN FIRE AT CLAYTON.

Holocaust Started By Pouring Coal
Oil on Embers and Demanded
Two Lives.
Says the Clayton Citizen;
"Many of the people of Clayton
were awakened early Sunday morning
by the fire alarm and upon answering
the summons found the tent home of
an aged eonple, known to a few as
Mr. and Mrs. Revis, almost consumed
by the flames while the old gentleman
was practically running about with
his clothing In flames, begging for
help to rescue his wife and for relief
The awakfrom his own sufferings.
ened neighbors at once lent assistance In tearing off the old man's
clothing and administering to his in
juries but they were too late to be
of any assistance to the old wife wno
had been bedfast for several weeks
and was unable to help herself. The
fumes and flames had done their work
before relief could reach her. The
old man was carried to Dr. Slack's of
fice and given every attention but he
too succumbed shortly after noon.
"The accident like so many others
was the result of trying to revive a
Revls who
fire with coal oil. Mr.
tends the furnace in one Of the business houses up town, came home
shortly before five from his night's
work and poured coal oil from the
can on a smouldering ftre, the can
exploded throwing the oil over his
clothes and the bed, with his clothing
In flames he ran to a neighbor's house
for help setting their bed on Are, but
this last Are was extinguished' be
fore damage was done.
"Mr. Revls was a French Canndlan
and was about 70 years of age. He has
n son who Is a merchant in Coohoos
Falls, N. Y., ai.d has been Informed
of his father's death. Mrs. Revis was
a full blood Cherokee Indian about 68
vears of age and has a number of
children In Oklahoma who have also
been made acquainted with the facts
of the holocaust. It is reported that
thousand
Mrs. Revls . has several
acres of land In her name."
A few minutes delay in treating
some cases of croup, even the length
of time it takes to go for a doctor

often proves dangerous. The safest
way is to keep Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy In the house, and at the first
Indication or croup give the child a
dose.
Pleasant to take and always
cures. Sold by all druggists.
WESTON 18 A DAY
AHEAD OF HIS SCHEDULE
Sunshine, Ariz., Feb. 21. More than
a day ahead of his schedule, Edward
P. Weston, tho veteran pedestrian,

left hero early this morning on his
eastward Journey. Weston Intends to
walk 35 miles today, and spent the
night at one of the small stations be
tween Wlnslow and Holbrook. He
took his customary Sabbath rest

RECORD

DA8H
BREAKING
TO IMAGINARY

FIRE.

Paid Department 8hows Its Superiority and Responds In Lightning
Time to False Alarm.
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 21. That
the Albuquerque fire, department has
attained a high 9tate of efficiency;
that Its firemen are capable and well
trained and that Its horses" are Intelligent and can "go some," was demonstrated at 4:30 yesterday afternoon
when both the North Second street
and the Highland companies made
record breaking dashes to a supposed
blaze at the corner of Tilth Mroet
and Gold avenuo. The committee recently appointed by Mayor Lester at
a meeting of the city council, to vis-I- t
the different Iheaters about the
city, was responsible for the demonstration run, an alarm being turned
in from the box In the Elks theater
by a member of the committee, which
consisted of Chairman of the Fire
Committee P. Hanley; chairman of
the police committee, Henry Auge.
and chairman of the building committee, S. B. Coon. According to a spilt
second watch held by one of the committee, the North Second street boys
were at the theater just ono minute
and three quarters after the alarm hud
been turned In, making a run of six
long blocks. The Highland laddies,
who had a little more tliun a mile to
run, made it to the scene of the Imaginary fire at tho theater In approximately seventy seconds after the
alarm reached the Second Btreet station. The time is" excellent, when It Is
considered that the horses had to be
attached to the wagons and all the
other preliminaries gone through with
just exactly the sanie as In the case
of an ordinary call.
Thousands Flock to Theater
The spectacle of the two companies
dashing wildly toward the Elks building, resulted In thousands of people
fulling In behind and hastening to.the
scene of the supposed fire. Horseautomobiles
back riders, carriages,
and pedestrians rushed west on Gold
avenue until the stroet resembled a
scene on Market street In San Fran
cisco on a busy day. At least two
thousand people made the trip to the
theater only to find that they had
been "stung." They were not as disappointed as they might have been,
however, as they saw the firemen running to a fire under high pressure,
and also received the surplus pf excitement which alse accompanies a
run to a conflagration.
PUGILISTIC SMOKER
AT FORT WINGATE.
and
Featherweight
Albuquerque's
Champion Wrestler Will Amuse
the Crowd.
'
Feb. 21.
Albuquerque, N. M
the featherweight
Fmnkle Spear,
lighter, and Bob Farrington, the lightweight wrestler, leave tonight for Fort
Wingate, where they are scheduled to
appear In the main events at a smoker
to be given by Troop I and M, Third
cavalry tonight Spear is booked In
the main boxing event, fighting l.ouis
Hilton, of Troop M, twenty rounds at
125 pounds. Farrington will wrestle
n
Klemp, of Troop M, at
the best two falls out of three. Both
men have been working out hard together and don't Intend to come back
to Albuquerque defeated. Spear is a
clever little fighter, game to the core
and will doubtless give a good account
of himself. Hilton, on the other hand,
has a reputation as a fast worker with
the gloves and Is noted for his fast
Farrington as a
style of
wrestler, Is well known to local lovers
of the game, having given several ex
hibitions of his science before Albuquerque audiences. That he will give
any wrestler nt his weight In the
southwest a good tussle goes without
saying and It Is expected that he will
at. least show Klemp and the other
soldier boys at the army post a few of
the fine points of the game.

"Our two children of six and eight
years have been since Infancy subject
to colds and croup. About three years
ago I started to use Foley's Honey
prevent and cure these troubles. It is
and Tar, and It has never failed to
the only medicine I can get the children to take without a row." The
above from W. C. Ornstein. Green
Bay, Wis., dupllcftes the experience
of thousands of other users of Foley's
It cures coughs,
Honey and Tar.
colds and croup, and prevents bronchitis and pneumonia. Sold by Strip
&
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Co.

TO BE JAILED
TO SOBER

UP,

Year

Pitiful Condition of Twenty-fouOld Man Who Said He Was
Unable to Stop Drinking.
Denver. Colo.. Feb. 21. "I am
drunk and want to see Chief Armstrong while In this condition so he
will be sure to arrest me. I am getting tired of roaming about the
streets without a thing to do and wunt
to be put behind the bars, witli the
charge of vagrancy against my name
so I will be held for a long time."
Such was the story of C. R. Fred-rum- ,
aged 24, who appeared before
Police Captain Lee. After hearing
the story, the captain compiled with
nls wish and he was confined in the
city Jail. Ho will be taken before a
magistrate and probably sentenced to
serve a long term In the county Jail,
"I want to see the chief," said
Fredrum. "I know you think I had
better sober up before I see him for
fear he will throw me in Jail, but that's
Just what I want.
"I have been wandering about the
town for several days, drunk all the
time and I enn't see how I can get
sober when I have a few friends who
aie always willing to buy me a drink.
I have tried tinio and time again to
cut out the booze but I have always
failed.
"Don't sympathise with me and say
you hate to lock me up," continued
Fredrum, as the tears began to fill
his eyes. "If you won't lock me up on
ii y asking, I'll see that I get there
just the same."
When he entered the Jail a broad
smile covered his face and he said;
"It's hard to have to break Into Jail
to get sober, but it's my only chance."
r
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Law
Rigid Enforcement of
Is Creating Sportsman's

Paradise

WARDEN GABLE

.

IKES

GOOD

K
Administration Has Been auc

cess in Every Respect Many
Licenses Issued.
The work of Game and Pish Warden
Thomas P. Gable for tho propagation
nnd nrotectlon of Eame nnd fish in
New Mexico Is bearinE fruit ill many
directions. As a result, the outlook
for a good fislilnz and g;ie season
this year is excellent. From all purts
inai
of the territory come reports
should encourage nlmrods aim 'tie aw
w
clples of Isaac Walton. That there
is
In
maim..
sport
interest
great
from the many gamins licenses
coun
by Warden Gable. in every
creauou
ty. As bis plans include the
Be Is
of a territorial fish hatchery and
helping Delegate Andrews in securing
nn appropriation of $23,000 for a
fish hatchery In the territory, that
on a
part of the work will soon be
solid foundation and every stream in
the territory will be stocked with fish
nne rroiu
suitable to its waters.
other states come reports of the indis
criminate slaiiKhter of game. Warden
Gable has his forces so well organized
that but few complaints are received
aliout depredations.
That the protection of game and Its
propagation will bring to New Mexico
many people of means goes wltnout
saying, for the game preserves of the
country are few, but the ten million
or more acres of forests in this territory are natural preserves and its
mountain streams are the natural
habitation of the trout. Blessed at
the same time with a perfect climate.
New Mexico is the sportingman's par
adise and with the proper effort, such
as Game Warden Gable and his de- utles are putting forth and the strict
enforcement of the law, there is no
reason why Eame and fish should not
multiply despite the toll exacted by
sjiortsmen.
It requires only protection for tha
perlbd of a few short years and the
wild game of this Territory, together
with its perfect climate and magnificent scenery will be attracting the at- tertion of the hunters and fishermen
of the continent.
During the year 1909 the game
warden's office issued a total of o.tiOU
licenses, bringing into the office a
total of $7,000, or far more than sufficient to pay all expenses of salaries
and operation.
Since the enactment of the game
and fish laws in March, 1903, there
has been quite a perceptible increase
In game and game birds. New Mexico
Is naturally a game country, and is
especially favored, by having within
Its borders large forest reserves, which
have an abundance of game and fish
and are being constantly guarded by
forest rangers, and their assistants
In a
in enforcing the game laws.
great benefit to this department; In a
reserves
very few years these great
will be the envy of the whole country, and New Mexico can truthfully
boast of having the largest and best
stocked game and fish preserves la
the world. The department of agrit,
culture through the Hon. Glfford
has Issued special instructions to
all forest officers (regulation 74) to
with the state or territorial
officials so far as they can without un
due interference with their regular
forest work, to enforce local laws for
the protection of game, etc."
Reports from deputy wardens show
these reserves already well stocked
with deer, grouse and wild turkeys, In
the northern and western portion of
the Territory, and southern and eastern part has several bands of antelope and great quantities of quail, in
Roosevelt and Quay county, large
numbers of prairie chickens are reuntil
ported, these being protected
become
1915. It Is hoped they will
more generally distributed throughout
the Territory. Pheasants have been
imported into Colfax, Bernalillo and
Grant counties by private parties and
are reported doing well. There are
still a few ptarmigan (white grouse)
reported in the Taos range, also wild
pigeons exist In Taos and Rio Arrlha
counties. I have reports of a band of
mountain sheep In the Guadalupe
mountains, on the line between Texas
Also a few have
and New Mexico.
been seen recently near the Truchas
Peaks In Rio Arriba county. Senora
white tailed deer are reported quite
numerous In the Mogollon mountains,
these have evidently drifted in from
Mexico, where they exist In grent
numbers. There are many prosperous
colonies of beaver reported in Colfax.
wltu a few In Taos and Rio Arriba
counties.
ROSWELL'S MAYOR BELIEVES
IN "SPOTLESS TOWN."
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 19. Roswell
has a mayor in the person of Granville A. Richardson, who has idiosyncrasies of his own In regard to the
cleanliness of the city. His pergonal
appearance reminds one that he has
"just Jumped out of a band box" and
he carries his excessive devotion and
veneration In an idolatrous manner to
a cleaner Roswell. He gets after the
sanitary officer and most any day ho
can be seen raking up trash and
paper and burning it on the street.
it has become a Joke on Roswoll's
chief executive, but It Is a serious
matter with him and he has the hearty
of the citizens in making
Kctwell a "spotless town."
While It is often Impossible to prevent an accident, it Is never impossible to be prepared it Is not beyond
25 cents in a
any one's purse. Invest
bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and
bridses
you are prepared for sprains,
and like injuries. Sold by all

four ELFEGO GARCIA FIQHTINQ
GOOD PRICES FOR
tliedral. Interment will be niie ln tourist In the city and has spent
FOR HIS CHILD.
TERRITORIAL WOOL CLIP.
days here seeing the Bights. "You
Rosarlo cemetery. The WftRiier
to
It
is
know
Interesting
intensely
will have
dertoklng Establishment
to tills place where the Santa Will Apply for Writ of Habeas Corcome
Boston, Mass., Feb, 23. Trading In
charge of the funeral arrangements.
Fe trull ended," he said today, "for
pus at Denver, Demanding Child
Lett Husband on Day of Wedding
the local wool market is confined to
off by Btone slabs
Be Produced In Court.
marked
trail
is
that
VeSuit for divorce was tiled at
small lots with values well maintainin Kansas. Then too, the churches
a
gas by Elfedo Mascarenns vs. Gregori-t- here are intensely Interesting
and
Ixical bids are well swept,
23.
In an at- ed.
Feb.
Colo.,
Denver,
the
yet
On
Gnllegos de Mascarenns.
the thousand and one other sights
to
of his baby eastern buyers regard the western
evening of the wedding, the bride, for would delight the heart and eye of tempttaken get possession
she
away by his wife when
girl
some unaccountable reason, refused to
prime and various new clips as excesany one who comes out for a rest or tied from his home ln Albuquorque, N. sive. Still, some
dance with her husband and protested for an instructive visit."
Arizona woll has
Rallroadera Arrested for Assault
will
Garcia,
Elfego
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1910.
M.,
apply been purchased at 20
July 23,
cents and bidthat she would never live with him.
Brake-ma- n
bulle- for a writ of habeas corpus demanding
No Fundi In Bank J. F. Riley of Fiieniun William Shelly and
Postal
. Bulletin
The
Postal
also is in progress for Utah. LitEfforts to induce lier to change her
K. J. Howard were arrested at
the that the child be produced in court by ding
Amiirlllo, TexnB, was arrested at Aannounces
that
tin
received
today
tle Texas fine scoured sold at 68 cents ;
mind failed and hence the suit for
for uttering a worthless Las Vegas on the charge of assault
lbuquerque
HKclal service has been discontinued those who have It ln custody.
scoured
fine staple has been
divorce.
check.
The writ will be directed to R. E. cleaned territory
and battery preferred by Station
to Eunice, Eddy county, from Shatter
up at 75 to 76 cents.
Bound Over for Larceny of Cattle
Mrs. John Agent R. T. Cundiff. Shelly and HowTex. This will go into effect Pierce, superintendent of the Colo
Death of Healthteeker
Lake,
Charles Meyers of Ellda, Roosevelt March 2.
rado Children's Home Society, to
It. Clinton, aged 35 years, who cauie ard claim that Cundiff insulted two
county, has been held at Roswell unNOTIOK nf RoHtorntlon of Puhlle Lnndh
to Albuquerque with her family three women friends of theirs, who Cundiff
Fe The whom, It is alleged the young mother, toHfttlenifiit
Santa
Double
Tracking
ftiid Kntry'
of
der $500 ball on the charge of larceny
Department
ly Insane.
weeks ago from Fresno, California, alleges were Intoxicated.
Fe overawed, it Is snld, by her mother, th I nterlor, Oenernl Lund OtlUrtj,
WHl.lnfr-ton- ,
the
Santa
double
work
of
tracking
made over the child. Pierce Is said
1). 0., Demtmber, ft), 19 9.
Died Suddenly Former Mayor Ben- of cattle belonging to John Shaw.
Nutlet lit
died on Tuesday afternoon.
Eleven Insane Soldiers Eleven inwill begin. at Rio Puerco, west of Al
Riven
landH
that the public
in the.
to have given the child to a family hereby
Taos Man Lodged In Insane Asylum
Water Worki for Cimarron Gorge sane soldiers from the Philippines is- jamin F. Hamniett, of El Paso, died
'I lied
metis, which Wert
buquerque, the contract for the first in the western part of the state for following dean
trmtMirarlly withdrawn for
Rafael Vigil, a resident of Taos 75 miles
II Webster, Jr., of the Uracca ranch lands and the Pacific coast passed on suddenly at Ijos Angeles. A few minto the Sharpo
awarded
190ft aixl November
being
on
24,
November
adoption. The fight for its possession 14
ln Colfax county, has been granted a a Santa Fe train through Lainy yes- - utes before his death he complained county, has been lodged In the terrt Construction
iiHttr the Pet-oNational Koiet,
Company.
Is likely to be long and costly for the New Mexico, If not otherwise withdrawn,
charter for water works at Cimarron. teTday on their way to the government of feeling nervous and death came torlal asylums for the insane at Las
or npproprtiitt'd, will by authorClub
The
reserved,
to
Organizes
determined
Republican
is
father
and
without further warning.
wealthy
The plant will cost $76,000.
of the Interior Iw
of
Vegas
the
ity
Heeretary
insane asylum at Washington, D. C.
Republican club of Artesia, Eddy
the child. As his signature did
to puhlle domain on March 26, 1910,
Awarded Mail Contract Eugenlo They occupied a special car In charge
Child Burned to Death "The year
Surprised Their' Friends Friends county, has reorganized by electing get
become Hiibjeet to settlement on nnd
not appear on the papers giving the and
Roinero of Las Vegas has been awardson of Francisco
Miss Minnie Slack
Hi
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that date, but not to entry, filing,
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O.
of
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medical
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and
and
U,
the
of
Lundy
Foster
of
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Captain
Harry W. Hamilton, president;
child to the home, or on the adoption or ielectlou until on and after
April 25,
ed the ninllcontract between Las
living on the east side of the at Clayton, Union county, were sur Sipple and .William Idler, vice presithe uual reHtrletlonK, at the
corps, Sergeant Cook, Corporal Funk
believed they, are Invalid. imi, under
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paper,
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at
beginning and
Vegas and Santa
States Land Ofllce at Himta Ke,
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week.
to hear of their wedding
river, was burned to death last
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j
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guards.
secretary-Schwartz,
and
dents;
The main purpose of the writ, It Is New Mexico; In Townuhlp fourteen (14).
July 1, 1910, succeeding G. J. Fredernear the fire when Its
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Elephant Butte Condemnation 8ult signed a permanent injunction in the! After letters had failed to Induce thirteen
excitement. At 9:30 fatal." San Marclal Standard.
nine (9) and (10), Knn?e eleven (11); all
M.
Dally Range, says that he Is not a created much
Convict Killed at Silver City Edu- thirteen (13) Range eleven (11)
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Dead Arriba counly to "Cebollo." The
Fourteen Below at Capltan Four were rather excited over (lie affair at
City Clerk of Lai Cruces
the time it. happened, they do not
Rodney H. Fry, city clerk of Las change went Inlo effect February 10. Mondragon was at one time a member teen below stnro was recorded last
1o asHlst In punishing
Cranes, died of pneumonia. He came Taylor, in Colfax county, has been of the school lioard nnd took a promi- week nt Capltan and Fort Stanton, seem Inclined
to IIIHsboro sixteen yenrs ago from changed to Taylor Springs but this nent part ln politics. He in survived Lincoln county, and at Carrlzozo the Valencia and are reluctnnt to aiiponr
Ticket on Sale February 26th and 28th.
New York and fourteen .years agt will not go Into effect until April 1. by a widow and two sons, William high wind blew down a house and as witnesses to testify about the famReturn Limit March 3rd
man
and his wife,
ily troubles of tho
moved to Las Cruces where ho lived Thomas D. R. Woods has been com Mondragon and Rameglo Mondragon. caused other damage.
Sees Many Things of Interes- t- which It is believed, were not
at Langton The funeral will take place nt 8 o'clock
will bis sister; Mrs, Anna Fry Bonham.p missioned postmaster
which has been moved two and a half tomorrow morning
from the Car John Nixon of Abilene, Kansas, Is a
He was 45 years of age.
PACE

EIGHT

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1910.

Wayside Jottings. I

miles northeast of Its former loca tlon. The rjostofflce at Cimies, Union
county, has been moved four and a
half miles northwest.
Saloon Pays $25 on Forged Check
A saloon at Las Vegaa the other even
ing paid $25 on what turned out to be
a forged check. W. E. Callahan, member of an irrigation engineering corps
is accused of the forgery, but had
left town before a warrant could be
served on him.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1910.
Cowboy Goes Violently Insane
Thomas Beezley, a towboy 21 years
old of Colfax county, was lodged in the
territorial asylum for the insane at
Las Vegas yesterday. He waa violent-
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